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When do local elected officials help immigrants become citizens? Though naturalization
decisions are typically finalized by bureaucrats, local politicians can play an important role in
promoting – or discouraging – the acquisition of citizenship. We conduct two correspondence
studies with local elected officials in Germany to examine what factors cause politicians to
respond to putative immigrants’ email requests for help in the naturalization process. We find no
evidence that features that are highly salient in national debates and public opinion predict
politician responsiveness. Specifically, in the first experiment signals of national identification
with Germany play no role. Yet, we document a reversed national penalty, whereby politicians
are fifty percent more likely to assist Turks, a low-status group, than they are Canadians, a high
status-group. In a second experiment probing what causes higher responsiveness to Turks, we
show that electoral incentives are a more plausible explanation than is the desire to help a group
that faces integration problems. Overall, our evidence indicates that research on citizenship and
discrimination needs to consider important disconnects between public perceptions, national
policy debates, and local political processes.
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1. Introduction
The successful integration of immigrants presents today’s democracies with significant
challenges. Though many migrants are integrating well, large numbers remain politically and
economically marginalized. In the debate over immigrant incorporation, the role of citizenship
acquisition looms large. Immigrants who become citizens of their adopted countries exhibit
higher rates of socio-political integration, and studies document a positive relationship between
naturalization and economic success. 1
Yet, despite the apparent value of citizenship, many immigrants do not naturalize. In Germany,
the country with the largest foreign-born population in Europe and the focus of this paper,
citizenship legislation has liberalized, but naturalization rates – the percentage of foreign
nationals who become citizens – remain comparatively low. At the same time, they vary
significantly across immigrant groups and municipalities in ways that cannot be explained by
eligibility criteria alone. Some of this variation has instead been tied to the political process and
to the actions of local elected officials (Hagedorn 2001; Tränhardt 2008).
What explains when local politicians help immigrants become citizens? Elected officials
sometimes proactively pursue citizenship campaigns. Organizing informational meetings,
sending letters to migrants, and expanding naturalization ceremonies, these politicians have
sought to raise the number of citizenship acquisitions. But often the local political establishment
takes no active steps to motivate eligible migrants to naturalize.
Given the importance of citizenship, its variable adoption across localities and groups, and the
involvement of local political actors in the naturalization process, we investigate how politicians
approach citizenship acquisition of different types of immigrants on the ground. Though debates
about citizenship have been well chronicled and explained (e.g., Bloemraad et al. 2008; Brubaker
1992; Faist 2007; Goodman 2014; Howard 2009), we know less about what types of factors
influence local politicians who come face-to-face with prospective citizens.
To address this question, we conducted a two-stage correspondence study in which fictitious
immigrants sent emails to approximately 2,000 local councilors asking for assistance in the
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naturalization process. In the first study, these immigrants vary in characteristics that are salient
in Germany’s citizenship debate and that might therefore guide politicians’ stances toward
naturalization, i.e., their degree of national identification and their nationality. Critics of eased
requirements argue that too many applicants do not truly identify with Germany and instead seek
a German passport for largely pragmatic reasons, thereby cheapening the meaning of citizenship.
However, such critiques often have Germany’s Turkish-origin population in mind and at times
boil down to the question of whether it is desirable for a group that Germans associate with low
social and integration status to become German nationals at all (see discussion below).
We conceive of two types of national identification: emotional ties to the country and passport
choice. First, as a motive for naturalization, immigrants either expressed that they “feel German”
or highlighted a pragmatic rationale, emphasizing legal benefits. Second, we test the effects of
dual citizenship, which has been highly politicized and seen by some as a sign of divided
loyalties and lacking national identification. Some emails thus indicated the immigrants’
intention to renounce their existing nationality, while others stated a desire to retain it.
To examine whether Turks are treated differently than are other, higher-status groups, we
contrast emails sent by Turks with emails sent by Canadians. We chose these groups because
they both hail from non-EU countries, 2 and Germans associate them, respectively, with low and
high social and integration status, an intuition we validated with an original survey.
Overall, we find strong evidence that immigrant characteristics are critical in shaping politicians’
responses, though not in the ways that past research about national identification or group status
would suggest. Specifically, expressions of national identification have no impact on politician
engagement. Rather, nationality proves most consequential. Yet, unlike most of the literature
documenting ethnic and national penalties (e.g., Adida et al. 2010; Hainmueller and Hangartner
2013; Heath and Cheung 2007; Vernby 2016), we find that the usual penalty against low-status
groups is reversed: The average response rate is 50 percent higher when an email is sent by a
Turk compared to when it is sent by a Canadian.
To gain a better understanding of what drives responsiveness to Turks, we carried out a second
correspondence study in which we once again emailed nearly 2,000 (newly-sampled) councilors.
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Our goal was not to fully account for the nationality effect – Canadians and Turks differ along
many dimensions – but to test whether it replicates and, further, to examine two plausible grouplevel mechanisms that might cause politicians to be responsive to members of a low-status
group, namely electoral incentives and integration need. In the electoral incentive condition the
immigrant states his intention to vote for the politician’s party once naturalized. In the email
emphasizing integration need, he highlights that municipalities can help address the integration
problems of Turks. We again document a reversed national penalty. We further find that
electoral incentives are a more likely driver of politician responsiveness than is the desire to
promote immigrant integration. Immigrants belonging to groups that have potential electoral
clout thus receive the highest response rates.
Our study contributes to existing research in several ways. First, it adds to our understanding of
group-based discrimination. Existing research finds overwhelming support for the notion that
minority groups who the majority perceives to be of low status are the targets of greater
prejudice and discriminatory behavior. Many of these studies are about the economic sphere,
demonstrating, for instance, how national origin, religiosity or skin color affect callback rates for
jobs or housing. 3 In the German context, evidence from the labor market points to significant
discrimination against Turks, while American applicants receive almost equal callback rates as
do Germans (Kaas and Manger 2012; Veit et al. 2017). Yet, by turning to the political sphere, we
show that attributes that incur penalties in private markets can bestow substantial advantages;
group-level traits that are frequently associated with negative biases and discrimination in the
social and economic domain can at the same time generate more responsiveness in the electoral
sphere. As we discuss in the conclusion, this result is consistent with studies about the electoral
inclusion of immigrants in contemporary democracies.
Second, our paper advances knowledge about citizenship acquisition. Though scholarship has
addressed elite policymaking and public opinion, we are only beginning to learn about how local
politicians influence the naturalization process. 4 Local political actors are on the front lines of
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policy implementation and can make a critical difference when it comes to integration and
citizenship acquisitions.5 This is also true in Germany, where the law leaves room for individual
discretion, and reports have documented substantial local variation in citizenship take-up.
Relatedly, research on citizenship practice has emphasized that an assessment of naturalization
obstacles must address the frequent gap between legal requirements and administrative
implementation (Bauböck et al. 2013; Huddleston 2013). We concur and further add to this
literature by systematically examining sources of variation in the behavior of elected officials.
Third, by focusing on local politicians we reveal an important disconnect between, on the one
hand, public perceptions and national debates and, on the other, politician behavior in
municipalities that are in fact tasked with integrating immigrants. Especially right-leaning voters
expect prospective citizens to identify strongly and sincerely with the nation (Wright 2011;
Yogeeswaran and Dasgupta 2014), and this view has been very prominent nationally. Yet, we
find no evidence that identification with Germany shapes responsiveness among local politicians,
and this result holds across partisan lines. While voters and national politicians may have
different notions about who is worthy of citizenship, local politicians are the ones who can
actually intervene in the naturalization process and shape citizenship acquisition in a more
proximate way.
Finally, our research also contributes to work on representation and constituency service. In
recent years, correspondence studies that isolate attributes of a constituent’s background, many
of them carried out in the United States (Butler 2014; Butler and Broockman 2011; White et al.
2015), and a few elsewhere (Gaikwad and Nellis, 2016) have become a popular methodological
approach for studying inequalities in representation. 6 These studies have significantly enhanced
our understanding of the sources that help drive representational inequalities. We take similar
questions to the European context and further innovate by adding dimensions that are salient in
debates about citizenship and immigration. 7 Furthermore, unlike most correspondence studies,
5
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we replicate and expand our findings with a second correspondence study, and we complement
the experimental design with an original survey that examines relevant citizen attitudes. 8
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. The next section discusses how citizenship law
is implemented and debated in Germany. Section 3 goes over the theoretical expectations and
experimental design and procedure of Study 1. Section 4 discusses ethical considerations, and
Section 5 presents the results of Study 1. We next spell out the theoretical expectations and
experimental design and procedure of Study 2, present its results, and conclude with a discussion
section.
2. Citizenship in Germany: Theory and Practice
Questions about immigration and citizenship are salient across Europe. Being home to the largest
population of non-citizens in the European Union (EU) Germany presents a significant and
representative case. Similar to other Western European countries, its migrant population mainly
consists of labor migrants, refugees, and migrants reuniting with family members. Among
migrants, those with Turkish roots represent the largest group (approximately three million
residents), and integration debates have largely revolved around this population. In this way,
Germany resembles other European countries where the presence of migrants from poorer, often
Muslim-majority countries, has been politicized (Dancygier and Laitin 2014; Messina 2007).
Turning to citizenship, Germany used to be known for its restrictive, ethnicity-based nationality
code (Brubaker 1992), but successive reforms have eased requirements. It introduced birthright
citizenship, reduced residency requirements, and began to allow exceptions to its ban on dual
nationality. While most adults cannot obtain dual citizenship unless they are EU citizens (but this
rule can be relaxed, see below), children with foreign parents who have grown up in Germany
can. Though naturalization and language tests can serve as barriers, the overall trend has been
one of liberalization. In spite of these reforms, however, many eligible non-citizens still do not
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naturalize. Among West European countries, Germany’s naturalization rate ranks near the
bottom. 9
Though the reasons for this development are varied, 10 some have pinned the blame on an
unwelcoming political environment. Notwithstanding the increased permissiveness of
citizenship law, prominent political voices continue to question whether even eligible noncitizens are deserving of a German passport. These politicians, often on the Right, fear that
liberalizing reforms dilute the value of citizenship by allowing residents who do not fully
identify with Germany to obtain the German passport for largely pragmatic reasons (e.g., easier
travel, security of residence, access to a larger number of jobs). National identification should,
however, be one pre-condition for naturalization, which is seen as the hard-earned reward for
successful integration. By contrast, proponents of a more liberal approach, largely on the Left,
instead view naturalization as a tool that spurs integration (Faist 2007; Sauer 2013).
The debate about dual citizenship reflects these contrasts. For some, relinquishing a foreign
citizenship signals attachment to the nation while failure to do so hints at divided loyalties at best
and disregard for the German nationality at worst. Expressing his opposition to the policy, a
high-ranking center-right politician recently warned that it reduces German citizenship to “a
piece of junk” that “people just pick up along the way.” 11 Center-left parties are less likely to
raise such concerns.
Abstract in principle, discussions about dual citizenship in practice frequently relate to Turks.
Ethnically distinct groups are often subject to discrimination in economic and social settings, and
the same has been true for Turks. 12 If the citizenship process is an arena where similar prejudices
play out, Turks might encounter more significant hurdles when trying to naturalize, especially
given Germany’s historically ethnic conception of citizenship. At the same time, naturalization
9
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constitutes one of the few policy levers that politicians can actually pull to affect integration, and
the liberalization of citizenship laws has accordingly been very much informed by the goal to
integrate Turks (cf. Sauer 2013).
In addition to fostering integration, naturalization can also have electoral consequences, and
electoral incentives may sway politicians to promote the naturalization of Turks. Because of their
group’s size, naturalized Turks have become an important electoral bloc. Politicians who
anticipate to benefit from Turkish votes might therefore encourage naturalization of this group,
irrespective of the level of integration displayed by individual applicants. Indeed, politicians who
have pursued eased naturalization procedures are sometimes accused of viewing immigrants
primarily as potential vote banks, without much regard for their integration or identification with
the new country. 13 Note that, by implication, characteristics over which individual immigrants
have control – such as displays of national identification – would be trumped by group-level
considerations associated with their national group that individuals cannot easily affect.
Such questions about relationships between citizenship laws on the one hand and national
identification, ethno-national background or electoral incentives on the other pervade public
debates in many immigrant-receiving countries (e.g., Ersanilli and Koopmans 2010; Faist 2007;
Goodman 2014; Howard 2009). What has been less studied, however, is if they trickle down to
the localities in which immigrants settle and naturalize by influencing the ways in which
politicians approach these questions on the ground. Germany is covered by one citizenship law,
but this law is implemented in thousands of municipalities. Applications are processed locally,
and where immigrants live can make a significant difference in whether or not they naturalize.
For example, in 2015 state-level naturalization rates were .66 and .91 in Thuringia and Bavaria,
respectively, compared to 1.63 in Schleswig-Holstein and 2.25 in Hamburg. When shifting down
to the municipal level, we observe still larger differences, even within states (Statistisches
Bundesamt 2017; Thränhardt 2008).
This variation arises in part because the law and implementation guidelines allow local officials
discretion, when it comes to, for example, the assessment of integration or of acceptable
documents. In some places, guidelines are interpreted in a very restrictive manner. To give just
13
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one example, applicants from Afghanistan were once told they had to gather the relevant
paperwork from the Taliban authorities, even though these authorities had essentially collapsed
and doing so would have endangered family members (Bultmann 1999; Thränhardt 2008). In
others, however, implementation is more liberal, and citizenship, including dual passports, is
easier to obtain. Multiple citizenships are technically not permitted for most non-EU adults, but
local officials can deviate from this rule and take individual circumstances into account. For
instance, applicants can keep their prior nationality if they face difficulties in renouncing it (e.g.,
due to state failure, persecution, or administrative hurdles). Some locations encourage dual
nationality explicitly, and a significant number of applicants retains their prior nationality. In
2014, for instance, 17 percent of Turkish nationals who naturalized were able to keep their
Turkish citizenship. 14 As one German politician noted, “there’s a lot of…room that…allows you
to make naturalisation-friendly decisions.” 15
Anecdotally, these “naturalization-friendly decisions” often take place where local politicians
deliberately promote citizenship acquisition. Some local councils have developed information
campaigns that aim to inspire foreign residents to naturalize. In others, local politicians get
involved directly by, for example, contacting immigrants who are eligible to naturalize but have
not done so. In the city of Kassel, the mayor sent out personal letters to each of the city’s 17,000
eligible foreign nationals, encouraging them to become German citizens, and he expanded the
scope of naturalization ceremonies. 16 Since the beginning of this campaign, the number of
individuals inquiring about naturalization has increased by 25 percent. 17 In Hamburg, similar
letters were sent to over 150,000 residents who had not yet naturalized. 18 In Bremen, local
politicians launched a poster campaign, accompanied by informational leaflets, in which newly
naturalized residents advertised the value of citizenship, and they hired additional caseworkers to
14
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raise the number of naturalizations via a more efficient bureaucracy. 19 Similar initiatives have
been undertaken elsewhere, in large cities and in smaller towns. They are, however, not the
norm, and many non-citizens still feel they do not receive adequate information about
naturalization procedures (Weinmann et al. 2012).
Thus, while elected politicians do not make naturalization decisions (this task falls to unelected
bureaucrats), they can play a critical role in creating a welcoming environment, in reducing
informational barriers, in increasing bureaucratic efficiency, and in influencing the interpretation
of administrative guidelines. To understand why politicians play this role in some cases but not
in others, we focus on testing whether and how immigrant characteristics that are debated
nationally affect how local politicians treat requests by immigrants who want to naturalize.
3. Experimental Studies
Prior work convincingly demonstrates that naturalization hurdles vary across locations, and it
attributes at least some of this variation to decisions by local political elites (e.g., Bultmann
1999; Thränhardt 2008; Tjaden 2013). 20 This suggests that politician biases could affect who
becomes a citizen. To uncover which types of biases might be at work, we conduct a
correspondence study and send emails to local politicians in which we randomly vary different
characteristics of the immigrant sender and his group. Correspondence studies with elected
officials outside Germany (e.g., Butler and Broockman 2011; Gaikwad and Nellis 2016;
McClendon 2016) have revealed substantial ethnic and racial biases in politician responsiveness.
We take this approach to Germany and test if similar biases play a role for politicians’
willingness to help immigrants naturalize. Going beyond existing work, in addition to varying
immigrant nationality we focus on characteristics that are salient and contentious in the
citizenship debate (Study 1) as well as integration need and electoral incentives (Study 2).
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3.1 Study 1
Overview
In our first experiment we manipulated three factors: emotional ties to Germany (feeling German
vs. pragmatic motive), passport choice (renouncing vs. keeping original nationality), and
nationality (Turkish vs. Canadian). Due to constraints of statistical power and sample size (at
most all German municipalities with politician email addresses) we were limited in the number
of factors we could test. We initially focused on individual-level integration signals given their
importance in the public debate and academic literature. Building on the results of our first
experiment, we later designed a second experiment, which focuses on integration need and
electoral incentives. For the nationality factor we contrast a low-status and ethnically distinct
group (Turks) with a high-status and ethnically more proximal group (Canadians; see
explanation below). We randomly assigned one politician per German municipality to one of
these eight conditions. We measured whether politicians responded and the quality of their
response. The goal of our first experiment was to understand whether immigrant characteristics
that have been politicized in the citizenship debate and that are associated with competing
theoretical conceptions of citizenship – national identification and nationality – affect
responsiveness.
Hypotheses and Treatments
First, we expect that signals of national identification increase politician responsiveness (all
hypotheses are registered in a pre-analysis plan). To manipulate national identification, we
contrast immigrants who state that they want to naturalize because they “feel German” with
those who emphasize the legal benefits of citizenship. These conditions thus pit motives related
to affective attachments to the nation against a more utilitarian rationale, a dichotomy that has
been highlighted in public discourse.
Our second national identification treatment taps into the effects of dual citizenship. Renouncing
one’s existing nationality should signal a higher degree of national identification than holding on
to one’s original passport.

10

H1: Response rates will be higher if immigrants indicate they feel German than when
they state pragmatic motives for citizenship.
H2: Response rates will be higher if immigrants state that they want to renounce their
prior nationality compared to when they plan on keeping it.
In line with the partisan differences outlined above, we expect these effects to be stronger among
center-right politicians.
Second, we hypothesize differential response rates based on sender nationality, though the
direction of this effect is unclear ex ante. On the one hand politicians may want to discriminate
against a national group that is perceived to be of low status, but on the other they may be
particularly eager to help this group integrate via naturalization or to benefit from this group
electorally once its members are naturalized.
H3: Response rates will differ based on the status of immigrant nationality.We once again
expect partisan effects, with politicians on the Right being less likely to respond to lowerstatus nationality groups. 21
Since Turks feature so prominently in citizenship and integration debates our experiment
examines responsiveness to this group. However, to place the Turkish case in context, we
include another national group, the selection of which was not straightforward. Given the nature
of the integration debate and the position of Turks in German society, we were most interested in
comparing responsiveness on the basis of social and integration status. As such, it would have
been ideal to choose a group that is similar in most respects (e.g., size, immigration history, legal
status, religion), but that differs in status. Such a group does not exist. 22 Sizable groups that
share a guestworker history (such as Italians or Greeks), tend to be EU citizens who are entitled
to dual citizenship. We also considered Serbs, a large non-EU group (but one with a more mixed
21
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migration history), and developed a survey measuring whether Germans’ perceptions of Serbs
differ markedly from those of Turks. 23 The results indicated that, on the whole, Germans do not
rank Serbs substantially more highly on social and integration outcomes than they do Turks.
Though respondents deem Serbs to be more culturally similar to Germans (but still quite
distinct), they do not think that Serbs are more highly educated, that they have better language
skills, or that they are warmer than Turks. Serbs only have a slight edge in expected integration
status but not in assessed competence or honesty, and when asked whether the majority of
Germans approved of Turks or Serbs becoming German citizens, Serbs barely come out ahead. 24
In light of these small or non-existent differences, we sought out a group who also originates
from outside the EU (holding the legal context constant), but whose perceived social and
integration status would clearly exceed that of Turks. Our survey therefore also included
respondent rankings of Canadians. As suspected, Germans rate Canadians more highly on all
dimensions and expect Turks to be more frequent targets of group-based discrimination. In an
additional online survey we also pilot-tested Australians, another small, high-status, non-EU
immigrant group. Though there were no meaningful differences between Australians and
Canadians, having to settle on one group, we chose Canadians.
The advantage of the Turk-Canadian contrast is the clear difference in status across fields, amid
the same legal context. The main drawback is that because Canadians are a small, non-salient
group requests for citizenship by Canadians will be rare. Yet, to the extent that low salience is
frequently associated with comparatively higher status in our setting (and often elsewhere), our
experiment reflects this empirical regularity. In other words, high-status immigrant groups
seldom face integration problems in Germany, and are thus also rarely the subject of national
integration debates. Non-EU high-status groups also tend to be relatively small groups in
Germany (e.g., Canadians, Americans, and Australians). 25
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Another potential drawback lies in the fact that Canadians and Turks differ in many ways, not
just in their social and integration status, making the nationality effect difficult to interpret. This
is a valid critique. However, our survey covers many dimensions (e.g., language, education,
competence, honesty, warmth, sector of work, desirability of naturalization, cultural similarity,
religion), and on each one Canadians are ranked more highly or more similar to Germans than
are Turks. Given this clear differentiation, our design is set up to compare responsiveness across
groups that differ in status and size, though we do not seek to (and cannot) isolate a specific
dimension of status.
Box 1 contains the treatment emails and assignment proportions. We selected the sender names
from a list of common names for each nationality. Within each national group, the names were
counterbalanced. We used only male names. Turkish women are frequently portrayed as
constrained by patriarchal structures that discourage contact with men from outside these
networks. German politicians – many of whom are men – could therefore perceive a Turkish (but
not a Canadian) woman who reaches out to them as more assimilated than they would a
comparable man. Since we do not have sufficient statistical power to address these gender
differences we settled on male names only.
To create a realistic-sounding version of the text, we translated the German text into English and
then asked students from an advanced German-as-a-Second-Language-class to translate the text
back into German. We used their translations to determine the appropriate writing level and to
insert a few small grammatical and punctuation errors.
All emails mention the politician’s participation in the naturalization ceremony. These
ceremonies take place in many municipalities, and it is a common practice to invite local
politicians, making the request realistic and plausible. To avoid forwarding to the naturalization
office (which sometimes covers several municipalities), and to make clear that the sender is
specifically interested in receiving assistance from the politician, the email states that the
applicant has already made an appointment with the naturalization office. Similarly, to minimize
the possibility of forwarding we selected a request – meeting a local politician – that only the
politician can answer. Communicating the sender’s nationality and passport choice was fairly
straightforward (see Box 1). To communicate national identification via affective ties, we build
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on a survey experiment where a fictitious immigrant described affective vs. pragmatic reasons
for wanting to become a citizen (Ditlmann et al. 2010).
To ensure that the email was appropriate, realistic, and sincere we pilot-tested the text (as well as
alternative versions) in another survey that sampled German citizens, screening out those who
could have an involvement in local politics. Participants were randomly assigned to the different
email texts and to Turkish, Australian, and Canadian senders and reported their impressions. A
few important insights emerged: First, overall, respondents rated the email as credible: over 75
percent gave it at least a 5 out of 7 on credibility. Second, the majority of respondents thought
the language skills were good (4 on a 5-point scale), followed by mediocre (3 on a 5-point scale).
Thus, our immigrant appeared to master the German language but not to be extraordinarily
fluent, as we had intended to accomplish (see Appendix C for more details).
The Sample
Our sample is comprised of 2,074 municipalities. To be included, a municipality had to have
population of at least 2,000 residents and politicians’ email addresses or contact forms had to be
listed on the council or local party website at the time of our study (see Appendix D for more
details). To determine representativeness and to test for heterogeneous treatment effects across
municipalities later on, we collected data on municipality characteristics. Table 1 shows how our
sample (covering Study 1 and 2) compares to all German municipalities with more than 2,000
residents: Our sample has larger populations, is more urban, more diverse, and more likely to be
in West Germany than is the average municipality. This pattern reflects the national distribution
of municipalities that provide email addresses of councilors on their websites (see Figure A1 in
Appendix A). By selecting municipalities that make email addresses available we thus
essentially oversample locations where immigrants actually reside and a request from an
immigrant is most likely. From each municipality, we randomly selected one politician from a
center-left or a center-right party based on a proportion that oversampled center-left parties.
Germany’s center-left parties take more immigrant-friendly positions, and immigrants are more
likely to support (and hence probably to contact) these parties (Bird et al. 2011; Dancygier
2017). For each politician, we recorded their names, email addresses, as well as several other
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background characteristics. 26 This procedure yielded sample of 1,530 (75 percent) center-left
politicians, and 470 (23 percent) center-right politicians. 27
Experimental Procedure
We allocated one politician from each municipality at random to the combination of treatment
conditions as outlined above (Box 1). Using a domain with a generic name (direktemail.de) that
we created for this study, we simultaneously sent all emails on May 10th, 2016 (with the
exception of municipalities that used preset forms to be completed online (contact sheets), which
were sent in the following days; see Figure A2a for balance checks). 28
To contextualize our results and because we could not find a prior correspondence study with
local politicians in Germany, we tried to establish baseline response rates. Politicians in a subset
of municipalities (22 percent) received a neutral email in which a local male resident with a
German-sounding name inquired about the date of the next local election. 29
We monitored incoming responses for four weeks. If an email required a response, such as when
a politician asked where the sender lives, we waited at least 48 hours and then sent the following
response: "Thank you for your kind answer. Due to unforeseen, personal circumstances the issue
is no longer relevant for me right now, but thank you again for your kind response."
In addition to measuring responsiveness in a binary way (response/non-response: 1/0), we coded
responses to make sure that receiving an answer can indeed be understood as a helpful or
encouraging response (cf. Rink and Hemker (forthcoming)). We used the following three
categories: information provision (e.g., listing legal requirements or referring to the correct
office); offer to help (e.g., proposing to meet or to go over the citizenship test); and positive
26

When no politician was available, a randomly selected politician from another party with a similar ideological
orientation served as a replacement (e.g., Greens replaced Social Democrats). Background characteristics include
estimated age, gender, and migration background (the latter was based on first and last name; only 2 percent of the
sample had names associated with a migration background). 25 percent of politicians are female, 74 percent
estimated to be between 36 and 65 years of age, 8 percent younger than 36, and 18 percent older than 65.
27

We exclude 35 FDP politicians from the analysis of partisan differences because they cannot clearly be
categorized as center-left or center-right.
28

We chose a week when almost none of the states had school holidays as politicians with school-aged children
would likely be less responsive then.

29

See Table A1 in Appendix A for the demographic composition of the baseline sample.
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affect (e.g., wishing good luck or expressing happiness that the person intends to naturalize). For
each category we created a dummy (category present vs. absent) and a continuous variable
(number of information provisions, help offers, or positive affect expressions). Two independent
coders manually coded all emails using categories and rules developed by the authors (Cohen’s
Kappas: .70 for information provision; .83 for offer to help; .84 for positive affect).
4. Ethical Considerations
Three primary ethical concerns guided our research (which was approved by the ethical boards
of each author’s institution). First, as others have noted (Butler and Broockman 2011), the
request should be designed so as to minimize the politician’s time. This concern may be less
pressing for local politicians—many of whom are volunteers—than higher-level politicians (only
ten politicians stated that they were very busy at the moment, and even fewer had their staff
respond), but we still made every effort to craft a request that would keep the required response
time brief. Moreover, if a response gave us any indication that the politician was planning to
spend a lot of time on our request (e.g., suggested a personal meeting or obtaining additional
information), we responded with a generic text noting that the request was no longer relevant.
A second concern was that our emails might make it more difficult for future immigrants to
obtain useful information. Relatedly, we worried about perpetuating negative stereotypes about
Turks in Germany. We thus responded to all emails that required a response with a very friendly,
grateful message. Furthermore, we wrote the emails in a fairly high level of German even though
we might have expected larger treatment effects if the spelling and grammar were poor,
indicating a lower level of integration. However, we were concerned that sending approximately
1,000 poorly written emails from a fictitious Turkish immigrant would perpetuate negative
stereotypes.
A third concern was the protection of politicians’ privacy. Because immigrant integration is a
highly politicized topic, politicians might face electoral and reputational penalties if it became
public that they did not respond to an immigrant in need. To guard politician privacy we
switched the password on our email accounts several times during data collection, encrypted all
files that contained personal information during transfers and deleted personal information as
soon as data collection and merging were completed.
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Finally, an innovation of this study is the provision of a public good: the dissemination of
information for immigrants who want to naturalize. From the responses we learned that local
politicians are an – in many cases untapped – resource. We also learned what type of help
politicians tend to offer and what kinds of emails tend to elicit a response. Based on these
insights and with the help of a graphic designer, we produced a leaflet containing information (in
German, Turkish, Arabic, and English) detailing how local politicians can be helpful in the
naturalization process (see Appendix E). We plan on distributing the leaflet to NGOs who work
with immigrants. In addition to assisting immigrants with naturalization, this can wash out any
potential negative residual effects of our email experiment if a higher-than-normal number of
immigrants decide to email local politicians due to our leaflet.
5. Results of Study 1
We received 632 replies, generating an overall response rate of 31.06 percent (the treated sample
consists of 2,035 observations; see Appendix D for the sources of attrition). Our baseline email,
which asked a simpler question, yielded a higher response rate of exactly 50 percent. 30 These
response rates suggest that local politicians in Germany do respond to emails. Left politicians
respond to 33.53 percent of naturalization emails, while right politicians reply to only 22.98
percent (SE = .024, p = .000). Yet, this difference also emerges in responses to the baseline email
(b = .108, SE = .048, p =.026). We therefore cannot conclude that it is the specific request about
naturalization that produces this difference.
Table 2 displays mean response rates by treatment conditions. In contrast to our predictions,
response rates do not vary significantly by either type of national identification. We found no
evidence that feeling German or indicating that the sender seeks to renounce their current
passport is rewarded with higher responsiveness, but neither are pragmatic motives or the desire
for dual citizenship punished. By contrast, the nationality effect is large and significant, and it
favors the lower-status group: 24.48 percent of politicians respond when they receive an email
from a fictitious Canadian, but this number rises to 37.62 percent when the sender is Turkish (SE
= .020, p = .000 31). This 13-point difference represents a 50 percent increase. It is very sizable in
30

Receiving a higher response rate for a simpler baseline email is consistent with results by White et al. (2014).

31

Most of the significant results reported in this section hold up when correcting for multiple comparisons (see
Appendix B).
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absolute terms as well as when compared to other correspondence studies testing for similar
effects. 32 Most strikingly, unlike existing research we find a penalty against the group that is of
higher social and integration status.
Do these effects vary by politician partisanship? Our hypotheses stated that emailers expressing
low national identification and those of Turkish nationality should receive lower response rates
among center-right politicians. Figure 1 addresses this question by breaking down treatment
effects by partisanship. There is little support for the hypothesis that low national identification is
associated with lower responses among the Right than the Left. Center-right politicians are also
no less likely to respond to Turks than they are to Canadians. However, it does appear that the
nationality gap is smaller among center-right politicians. In Table 3 we examine whether this
difference is significant by interacting our treatments with partisanship. The difference between
the nationality gap across politician partisanship does not reach significance (p = .116), although
the p-value is near the .10 benchmark. Though our treatments achieved good balance across
various contextual conditions, in column 2 we nevertheless include a set of additional controls.
The results remain largely unchanged.
We next estimated OLS regressions based on our qualitative codings, with our three categories
as dichotomous and continuous outcomes (see Figure A3a; to avoid post-treatment bias we
include all municipalities and set those where we received no response to zero (Montgomery et
al. 2017)). Using the qualitative codes by and large replicates the findings for response rates,
indicating in turn that receiving an answer is indeed a positive outcome. Consistent with the
response rate findings, Turks receive significantly more helpful emails (p's <.001) and more
expressions of positive affect (p's <.05) than do Canadians, and they also receive more
information (p <.10 for the binary dependent variable, but p = .376 for the continuous measure).
These results suggest a higher propensity to help and to create a more welcoming climate for
Turks than for Canadians. Interestingly, when “help” is coded as a continuous variable we also
observe a small positive effect of Feel German (p <.05). This result also gives us some
confidence that this treatment was strong enough to have been noticed by politicians.
32

For instance, White et al. (2014) find that response rates by US bureaucrats to Latinos are about four percentage
points lower than they are to non-Latino Whites (with overall response rates of 71 percent). See also Butler and
Broockman (2011) and Broockman (2013), who find large racial differentials when comparing response rates by
legislator race/minority status.
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Summing up, the central result of Study 1 is that nationality trumps national identification. Even
though pragmatic motives and dual citizenship have been vigorously discussed in the context of
citizenship law reform, they play only a very minor role in how politicians engage with requests
from prospective citizens. Rather, nationality is key. Observing a reverse penalty against a highstatus group is rare, and it is interesting that it operates even among center-right politicians.
Though, as mentioned, we cannot tease out what drives this nationality effect, this finding raises
the possibility that group-level factors are highly salient and override individual characteristics
when elected officials make decisions about how to approach naturalization requests. We
consequently developed a second study to help us unpack what group-level factors might
account for the higher responsiveness to Turks.
6. Study 2
Since the first experiment revealed that individual-level indicators of national identification had
few effects, we sought to prime two group-level characteristics that seem especially plausible
given the nationality effect of Study 1, namely the group’s integration need and its electoral
potential.
In our first study we had hypothesized that the direction of the nationality effect was unclear ex
ante, since politicians might be interested in helping a group that is poorly integrated. This
motivation would be reasonable, since integration policies (e.g., administering integration
courses) are carried out at the local level. In Study 2 we therefore prime integration need
directly: In one condition, the Turkish emailer states that he is contacting a municipal councilor
because municipalities often address integration problems of Turks.
Additionally, we mentioned a second group-level characteristic that might explain the
preferential treatment of Turks: electoral incentives. A substantial past literature on electoral
incentives suggests that elected officials are more responsive to constituents when they stand to
benefit electorally (Broockman 2013; Gaikwad and Nellis 2016; Mayhew 1974). Since, despite
their salience in public discussions, national identification signals had no effects on politicians in
experiment 1, in experiment 2 we turn to electoral incentives, a more general explanation for
politician behavior in any domain.
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Applied to this study, we would expect politicians to be more responsive to individuals who
belong to immigrant groups that can potentially be influential at the ballot box. Though the value
of one vote is identical across groups, helping a group member who belongs to a sizable group
and is embedded in group networks can have multiplier effects. Furthermore, parties – especially
on the Left – can benefit from the symbolic value of having the support of a salient immigrant
group (Dancygier 2017; Leighley 2001). This logic could underlie the comparatively higher
response rates to Turks.
Overview
The main goal of the second study is to zoom in on what drives responsiveness to Turks, but we
also wanted to replicate the nationality effect. To do so, our second experiment featured four
conditions, not fully crossed. In one condition we primed the integration need of Turks (for
reasons of plausibility this email was sent only from Turkish senders). In a second and third
condition we highlighted vote intentions of a Canadian and Turkish emailer, respectively. These
two conditions are meant to test whether group-level electoral considerations matter in shaping
politician responsiveness. In a fourth, control, condition, a Turkish sender requested help with
the naturalization process without a prime. We randomly assigned one politician (a different one
than in Study 1) per municipality to one of these four conditions. We again measured whether
politicians responded as well as the quality of their response.
Hypotheses and Treatments
Study 2 tests the following hypotheses (formulated in a pre-analysis plan):
H1: Both the integration need and the electoral incentive emails from the Turkish sender
will yield a higher response rate than a control email from the Turkish sender.
H2: The email highlighting electoral incentives from the Turkish sender may yield a
higher response rate than the email from the Turkish sender priming integration need,
especially among center-left politicians (who may perceive Turks as being better
integrated than do center-right politicians and who likely benefit more from the political
participation of a Turk in their party than do center-right politicians).
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If politicians only consider the value of one vote, and if electoral incentives mainly guide
responses, then the electoral incentive treatment should theoretically close the gap between the
Canadian and the Turkish emailer. More plausible, however, is the notion that politicians view
individuals as rooted in groups and that response rates for Canadians will be lower than those of
Turks. In both cases vote intentions are highlighted, but the electoral incentives to respond are
stronger when the message comes from a Turkish sender, leading to the following hypothesis:
H3: In the electoral incentives condition, response rates will be higher if the email is sent
by a Turk compared to when it is sent by a Canadian.
The choice of names and the crafting of the German email text mirrored the procedures used in
Study 1. We also kept the request fairly similar, though, to avoid detection, we did not reference
naturalization ceremonies this time. To reinforce the electoral incentives prime, the emailer
mentions the politician’s party affiliation and that he and many of his friends intend to vote for
this party. By implication, ignoring the email could generate additional electoral penalties if the
sender lets his friends know that the politician is unresponsive. We could have intensified the
treatment further if we had made reference to a (fictitious) organization, such as the “Turkish
Voter Association.” However, we opted against this because it would potentially introduce an
accountability mechanism that is not present in the control or integration treatment. In the
integration-need treatment we made salient the role of the councilor as a representative of the
municipality (as opposed to drawing attention to his party membership), and we highlighted the
integration problems of Turks. Box 2 presents the treatments and their assignment proportions.
In using both of these primes one difficulty we face is that these features were likely already on
politicians’ minds in the first study. The second study merely highlights them further. This
problem is always present when researchers seek to prime pre-existing associations (e.g., Gilliam
and Iyengar 2000). In theory, we could have juxtaposed opposing statements (i.e., the emailer
does not want to vote for the politician’s party/Turks do not face integration problems), but we
decide that this approach would have been neither ethical nor plausible. As we spell out in
greater detail below, we therefore undertake a series of analyses designed to test the plausibility
of the integration need and electoral incentives mechanisms.
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The Sample
We used mostly the same municipalities as in Study 1, but because we noticed in Study 1 that
forwarding of emails within municipalities tended to occur within parties, we sought to avoid
sampling the same party twice. Instead, we sampled at random from a different party than in the
first experiment (see Appendix D for more details).
Since the sample in Study 1 oversampled center-left politicians, we had a surplus of center-right
politicians available to sample from this time. Partly because of this technical consideration and
partly to maximize our ability to test for treatment effects by party, we sampled center-right and
center-left politicians in an equal balance this time. As in Study 1, we excluded small parties and
those based only in specific municipalities. Research assistants retrieved email addresses
following the same procedure as in Study 1, but used a different random numbers scheme to
select politicians. This procedure yielded sample of 902 (51 percent) center-left politicians, and
857 (49 percent) center-right politicians.
Experimental Procedure
We allocated one politician from each municipality at random to the treatment conditions as
outlined above (Box 2). We also once again sent out a baseline email. Since the first baseline
email mentioned local elections and could have generated higher responsiveness due to electoral
incentives, in the second study we asked politicians about the cost of the municipal dog tax. Our
goal was to address a matter that is handled at the municipality level and that would not be
forwarded to higher-level administrators. Furthermore, since the dog tax represents a very small
share of municipalities’ revenues (0.05 percent 33) we can rule out that budgetary incentives drive
responses.
Using email accounts from new domains that we created (again with generic names, namely
webnewmail.de for naturalization emails and onemails.de for dog-tax emails), we simultaneously
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See https://www.test.de/FAQ-Hundesteuer-Antworten-auf-die-wichtigsten-Fragen-4836779-0/#question-2.
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sent all experimental emails on March 29th, 2017, and baseline emails (N=406) two days later
(see Figure A2b for balance checks). 34
We monitored email responses for four weeks, and when emails required a response we followed
the same procedure as in Study 1. As before, we measured response rates in binary form
(response/no response), and we created dummy and continuous coding categories for information
provision, offer to help, and positive affect (Cohen's Kappas: .77, .78, and .81, respectively).
7. Results of Study 2
We received 559 replies, generating an overall response rate of 31.78, which is very similar to
that obtained in Study 1. Our baseline email yielded a response rate of 66.75 percent, which is
encouraging because it indicates that a large percent of politicians indeed read the emails sent
from our domains. The average response rates to the naturalization request emails were 25.06 for
center-right politicians and 38.86 for center-left politicians (b=.138, SE=.022, p=.000) and
60.94 for center-right politicians and 71.96 for center-left politicians for the baseline email
(b=.110, SE=.047, p=.019).
Figure 2 presents response rates across conditions, while Table 4 displays similar information in
regression format. In contrast to our first hypothesis, among Turkish senders the emails
highlighting vote intentions and integration need did not produce higher responsiveness than the
control email. The control email and the email mentioning vote intentions (Turkish sender)
receive a relatively high and statistically indistinguishable response rate of 35.06 and 36.16
percent, respectively. As mentioned, this could be due to the fact that electoral incentives are
salient even without being primed.
Priming vote intentions does cause a higher degree of responsiveness than making reference to
integration problems, but this difference just misses conventional levels of significance (H2; we
address the interaction with partisanship below). When a Turkish emailer states that he would
like to vote for the politician’s party he receives replies to 36.16 percent of emails, but this rate
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We chose a week when none of the states had school holidays. There was some attrition due to, for example,
emails that bounced back (see the Appendix D for a detailed explanation), which reduced the sample to 1,759
observations.
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falls to 31.21 percent when he mentions municipal councilors’ involvement in addressing
integration problems (b =.049, SE = .032, p =.121).
Results further replicate the nationality effect, confirming H3: Canadians receive fewer
responses than do Turks in the electoral incentives condition (b = .113, SE = .031, p = .000), and
this difference – 11.27 points in Study 2 and 13.14 in Study 1 – is quite similar across studies. In
fact, when we weight the analyses of Study 1 to obtain the same partisan balance as in Study 2,
the nationality difference in Study 1 is 11.37, almost identical to Study 2.
We next test whether these effects vary by politician partisanship. Our hypothesis stated that the
effect of the electoral incentives treatment (when compared to the integration treatment) should
be stronger among left-of-center politicians (H2) because center-left parties tend to benefit more
from being associated with Turkish voters and, further, because left politicians might perceive
fewer integration problems. Analyses in Table 5, which restrict the sample to the integration and
electoral incentives conditions (among Turks), show that no such interaction is present. While it
is true that, as in Study 1, the Left generally responds more frequently than the Right, the
integration and electoral incentive treatment effects do not vary by party.
Our original intuition had been that because the Left disproportionately benefits from Turkish
votes, center-left politicians should be more likely to respond to electoral primes. Yet, as we
highlighted earlier, one difficulty we confront is that politicians might frequently think about
electoral incentives, even when they receive no primes (as in the control condition) or when
other features are made salient (as in the integration problem condition). Further, this problem
should be especially pronounced among center-left politicians who are more likely to assume
that Turks will vote for them (irrespective of the prime) than are politicians on the Right. In
short, center-left politicians might be less sensitive to the information conveyed in the electoral
incentives condition because for these politicians electoral incentives are salient across all emails
sent by a Turk. Meanwhile center-right politicians, who do not expect Turks to vote for them by
default, should be more sensitive to the Turk's statement about vote intentions.
To investigate this possibility, Figure 3 disaggregates response rates by treatment conditions and
party type. The small cell sizes lead to large confidence intervals, so the evidence, while in line
with the general claim, is only suggestive. The upper panel shows that among the Right, response
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rates are highest when Turkish emailers state their vote intention. Among the Left, differences
across the Turkish conditions are smaller in relative terms. Furthermore, patterns among the
Right (lower panel) are driven by the CSU, which espouses a more anti-immigrant stance than
the CDU. CSU politicians are therefore least likely to expect Turkish support, and electoral
motivations would likely only be primed if the Turkish sender explicitly indicated his vote
intentions. Consistent with this logic, we observe that among the CSU, responsiveness tends to
be low across the board, but it rises when the Turkish sender pledges his electoral support.
As in Study 1, the qualitative results largely complement the results for response rates (see
Figure A3b). When contrasting the electoral incentive emails across nationalities, we observe
that Turks receive more help and more information (p-values around .10 or lower), but not more
positive affect than do Canadians. Moreover, the email highlighting Turkish vote intentions
elicits marginally more offers to help (effects are around the .10 benchmark) but not more
information provision than the Turkish control or integration need emails. An unexpected result
is that politicians answer the Turk in the control condition with more positive affect (p’s<.10)
than the Turk signaling vote intentions; perhaps they perceive the immigrant's reference to vote
intentions as strategic or instrumental.
Probing Observable Implications
Overall, the results thus far show that group-level factors associated with nationality are
important: Even when Canadian emailers mention vote intentions in an identical fashion,
politicians are much less likely to respond to Canadians than they are to Turks. The reverse
penalty persists.
The results are less clear, however, in pinpointing what type of group-level factors are relevant.
Teasing out mechanisms is challenging, because when testing for the presence of one mechanism
we cannot easily rule out the presence of an alternative mechanisms. Researchers often encounter
such confounds; even if experimental designs randomize treatments, they sometimes cannot
isolate the causal pathway of interest in a way that maintains plausibility and realism (in our
case, eliminating electoral incentives altogether).
The higher response rate to Turks than to Canadians, and, among emails from Turks, the slightly
lower response rate to the integration need treatment when compared to the control and electoral
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incentive treatment, coupled with the descriptively greater sensitivity to (presumably
unexpected) expressed vote intentions by the conservative CSU, are consistent with the notion
that electoral incentives play a role, but thus far the evidence remains suggestive.
We therefore perform several tests designed to examine the observational implications of the
electoral incentive and integration need mechanisms, respectively. We had anticipated two of
these tests in our pre-registration (see below), and we developed the ideas for the remaining tests
to gain more traction on the question of whether integration need or electoral incentives are the
more likely driver of responsiveness. Though some of the analyses are exploratory and no longer
causally identified – we introduce partisan and contextual data – and future work is needed, they
serve to explore the plausibility of integration need vs. vote incentives as mechanisms.
As a first cut, we examine whether response rates are sensitive to the size of the Turkish
population when emails are sent by a Turkish sender vs. a Canadian sender (in the preregistration we had hypothesized that positive effect of the Turkish electoral incentives treatment
on the response rate will rise in municipalities where a high share of Turkish-origin residents
lives). Table 6 breaks down response rates by treatment condition and the size of the Turkish
population. The latter is coded “large” when the share of Turkish citizens in a municipality is at
or above the sample median and “small” otherwise. 35 Response rates to Canadian emails do not
vary by the size of the local Turkish population. By contrast, politicians are significantly more
likely to respond to a Turkish sender when they are elected in municipalities that contain a large
share of Turks (p <.01). These differences are substantively large, ranging from 12 to 19 points,
representing increases of 43 to 77 percent. However, we observe that response rates to Turks rise
across conditions, again suggesting that electoral incentives always play a role in responses to
Turkish emails and making it difficult to isolate the electoral incentives pathway.
To disentangle vote incentives and integration need, we conduct two tests. First, if politicians’
desire to help a poorly-integrated group leads to higher responsiveness, we should observe that
responsiveness to emails sent by a Turk increases in municipalities where Turkish integration is
35

Because no measure of naturalized Turks (i.e., the electorate) exists, we use Turkish citizens as a proxy. A
preferred measure – the number of residents with a Turkish migration background (German citizens and noncitizens) – is not available nationwide. However, the correlation between this variable and the number of Turkish
citizens in Bavaria is .99, giving us confidence that our measure is appropriate.
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low. To test this hypothesis, we interact the treatments with an area’s Turkish crime rate (similar
results obtain when we use the Turkish unemployment rate; the pre-registration included a
hypothesis stating that the positive effect of the integration treatment on the response rate will
rise in municipalities where Turkish integration (measured as crime or unemployment rates) is
low). 36
Second, if electoral incentives are at work, emails from a Turkish sender should be more likely to
receive a response if the Turkish vote is potentially influential. Specifically, Turkish treatment
effects should increase when electoral competition is high and when the Turkish population is
comparatively large, so that it can affect election outcomes. To test this hypothesis we created a
dummy variable, Value of the Turkish Vote, that equals 1 if both the winning margins between
the Left and the Right in the previous elections were small and the Turkish population is large,
and zero otherwise. 37
Table 7 displays the regression results. Models 1 and 2 include interactions of the Turkish
treatments with Turkish Crime Rates while Models 3 and 4 estimate interactions of the Turkish
treatments with Value of the Turkish Vote (Models 2 and 4 add covariates). Figure 4 presents the
key results of Models 2 and 4 graphically.
We find no evidence that elected officials are more likely to respond to Turks in areas where
Turks are poorly integrated. If anything, the opposite seems to be true (i.e., in the Turkish control
condition, the response rate drops by 20.9 points when the Turkish crime rate is high (SE = .068,
p = .002). These results are inconsistent with the hypothesis that Turks’ poor integration record
causes politicians to be more responsive to this group’s naturalization requests.
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Because crime-by-nationality statistics are unavailable at the municipal level, we use county-level data (the
average county has approximately 200,000 residents). This measure divides the number of all crimes committed by
Turks by the number of Turks living in a county. We code a county as having a high Turkish crime rate if this
measure is at the 75th percentile or higher, and zero otherwise.
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We calculate the difference between the percentage seat shares attained by the Left (the SPD, the Greens, and the
Left Party) and the Right (the CDU/CSU and the FDP). When this difference is below the 25th percentile and the
Left and the Right together constitute at least two thirds of the council, we consider competition to be high. We take
the average difference between the Left and the Right across the last two elections because a traditionally
competitive council might be regarded as competitive even if one political side dominates in one election. We obtain
substantively similar results when we consider each election separately.
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Turning to electoral incentives, we observe that response rates tend to increase in municipalities
where the Turkish vote is potentially valuable. The interaction with Turkish vote intention
treatment is positive, large and reaches statistical significance (b = .181, SE = .099, p = .069); the
interaction with the Turkish control email is even larger (b = .216, SE = .100, p = .031). The
interaction with the Turkish integration treatment, however, is smaller and insignificant (b =
.098, SE: .094, p = .299).
On the whole, then, the direction of these interaction effects (as well as the smaller overall
treatment effect of the integration condition), lends more support to the notion that when
engaging with residents who ask for help in the naturalization process, politicians are more
motivated by electoral considerations than they are by a desire to speed up immigrant
integration. Taken together, these exploratory analyses support the interpretation that Turks’
perceived integration problems are less of a driver of politician responsiveness than are electoral
incentives.
8. Discussion and Conclusion
Citizenship is a critical part of immigrant integration, but its uptake varies significantly across
groups and localities. This is also true in Germany, and our paper seeks to shed light on one
source of such variation: the behavior of local elected officials. Local politicians can intervene in
the naturalization process, but to date we have no systematic knowledge about whether politician
biases shape who receives help in the naturalization process. This paper offers the first set of
field experiments carried out with German local elected officials that investigate the
determinants of politician responsiveness in the context of citizenship acquisition.
One important finding is the sharp disconnect between scholarly and public debates about
citizenship on the one hand and the behavior of local politicians on the other. National
identification features prominently in political debates and in the opinions of ordinary citizens,
but it hardly plays a role in shaping politician responsiveness on the ground. Instead, immigrant
nationality emerges as the most consequential factor. Even here, however, national discourse or
public stereotypes do not predict politician behavior. Rather, our findings are more in line with
the notion that politicians prioritize the vote potential of a group.
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These findings produce several implications. First, they are disconcerting if seen from the
perspective of individual migrants who are looking for ways to advance their integration.
Though, unlike existing work, our study documents discrimination in favor of the low-status
group, like other work we find that fixed, group-based factors trump behavioral attributes over
which individuals have control. Specifically, we tested two ways of demonstrating national
identification, including a rather costly signal to renounce one’s prior passport, but such displays
do not affect politician responsiveness. This null-finding echoes labor market discrimination
studies which find that positive signals of productivity do not close gaps between minority and
majority group applicants (e.g., Vernby 2016). Instead, an immigrant’s nationality evokes
associations and potential biases that far exceed the effects of behavioral characteristics that
individuals can modify. In light of these consistent findings across contexts, future research that
seeks to identify ways to break down discriminatory barriers should investigate what factors and
interventions can undercut negative stereotypes about national groups. 38
Second, our results underline the importance of distinguishing between integration domains. We
find that individuals who belong to a group that is discriminated against in the economic sphere
and stigmatized in social settings is treated comparatively favorably by politicians (keeping in
mind, however, that the majority of politicians do not respond, irrespective of the group). This
finding matches up with recent studies investigating immigrants’ political incorporation. For
example, while European Muslims face considerable labor market problems and are consistently
ranked as one of the most stigmatized groups, political parties court this group quite aggressively
when its members can deliver pivotal votes (Dancygier 2017; Maxwell 2012). Moreover, this
work tends to show that it is politicians’ desire to win elections, rather than their intention to
integrate a low-status group, that drives their outreach.
Our findings indicate that similar motivations apply to citizenship acquisition. Descriptively,
politicians are least likely to assist a Turkish emailer when he mentions the integration problems
of Turks. Further, politicians who serve in municipalities where Turkish integration levels are
comparatively low and where help in the naturalization process could consequently make an
important difference are not more but actually less likely to respond to emails from Turkish
38

Hopkins et al. (2017) suggest that providing correct information about immigrant groups might not be the answer,
but see also Facchini et al. (2016).
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senders, casting doubt on the notion that the group’s integration need is the central reason of
politician engagement. Meanwhile, responsiveness increases for all Turkish but not for the
Canadian treatment when the size of the Turkish population rises, suggesting that electoral
incentives might play a role. Perhaps more convincingly, responsiveness to the electoral
incentives email rises in municipalities where the Turkish vote is potentially valuable.
These findings also point to a methodological challenge we confronted with our experimental
design. To maximize the external validity of our design, and to accommodate the way local
councils are structured, we sent emails to politicians across Germany. While all politicians
received the same treatments, our results suggest that their construals of the treatment varied, a
known issue in field experimentation (Paluck and Shafir 2017). Center-left politicians appear to
have been primed to think about electoral returns in both the electoral incentives and the control
email from the Turk. By contrast, center-right politicians perhaps perceived such a signal only in
the electoral incentives condition. Similarly, it appears that for politicians in municipalities with
large Turkish populations an email from one Turk makes salient a potentially large Turkish
electorate, whereas the same email does not evoke such associations in municipalities with small
Turkish populations. To account for these differences in construal we combine standard
experimental treatment effect analyses with observational analyses. We also fine tune
measurement by complementing the analysis of simple response rates with an analysis of the
quality of the response. Here we largely find confirmatory evidence, however, the qualitative
indicators are at times more sensitive to weaker treatments. For instance, we see an effect of the
immigrant “feeling German” in Study 1 on helpfulness of the response.
Third, our research opens up avenues for studying how national citizenship and integration laws
are implemented locally. As we reviewed above, prior citizenship research has noted gaps
between legal guidelines and on-the-ground practice. This applies not only to Germany, but to a
wide range of European countries with similar immigration histories and integration discourses
(Bauböck et al. 2013; Huddleston 2013), giving us some confidence that our findings have the
potential to generalize to these contexts.
Specifically, the results indicate the importance of studying local elected officials when trying to
understand the disparity between national laws and local practice. By making decisions that
affect the ease of naturalization – such as information provision or staffing levels and training at
30

naturalization offices – local politicians can mold the environment in which naturalization takes
places. Though more research is needed, our study provides the first evidence of its kind about
what factors could play a role in influencing these decisions. As such, our results are particularly
relevant in the contemporary European context, where the recent large-scale inflow of refugees
has generated national integration policies that are carried out locally. Relatedly, our findings
demonstrate that the stances formulated by national parties do not neatly predict the behavior of
local politicians. When thinking about how local processes influence the implementation of
citizenship and integration policies, our study highlights that future work should keep local
elected officials and mismatches between national platforms and subnational incentives in mind.
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Boxes, Figures, and Tables
Box 1: Email Text and Assignment Proportions (Study 1)
Email Text
Subject line: Question about naturalization in [name of municipality]
Hello [Mr./Ms. name of councilor]
My name is [Ahmet Özcan/Onur Özdemir/Jim Groves/Mark Hughson],
and I live in your town. Because I [feel German / want to enjoy the
same legal benefits as Germans] I want to naturalize. At the same time
I want to [keep / renounce] my [Turkish / Canadian] citizenship. I already made an appointment with the naturalization office. I heard that
local politicians sometimes participate in the naturalization ceremony
and wanted to ask whether it would be helpful for my citizenship application if I met with a local politician.
With best wishes,
[Ahmet Özcan/Onur Özdemir/Jim Groves/Mark Hughson]
Assignment to Treatment Conditions
Nationality
Canadian

Turkish

Feel German

1/8

1/8

Legal Benefits

1/8

1/8

Single Citizenship

1/8

1/8

Dual Citizenship

1/8

1/8

National Identification

Note: A German version of the email text can be found in Appendix A.

Box 2: Email Text and Assignment Proportions (Study 2)
Email Text
Subject line: Naturalization in [name of municipality]
Hello [Mr./Ms. name of councilor],
My name is [Mehmet Demircan/Mustafa Yilmaz/Ryan Morgan/Dylan Hall]. I am
[Turkish / Canadian] and would like to naturalize.
[I am contacting you because you belong to [party of politician], the party that I,
and many of my friends, want to vote for during the next local elections.]
Or (only for emails sent by a Turk):
[I am contacting you because you are a municipal representative and municipalities
sometimes concern themselves with the integration problems of Turks.]
I will soon have an appointment with the naturalization office and a friend told me
that local politicians can also be helpful with the naturalization process. Is it helpful
for me to meet with a politician?
With best wishes,
[Mehmet Demircan/Mustafa Yilmaz/Ryan Morgan/Dylan Hall]
Assignment to Treatment Conditions
Nationality
Canadian

Turkish

(No reference to vote or integration)

NA

1/4

Vote Intention

1/4

1/4

Integration Problems

NA

1/4

Control

Note: A German version of the email text can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 1: Treatment Effects by Politician Partisanship (Study 1)
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Note: The figure shows OLS estimates with robust standard errors (thick lines) and 95%
CIs. The dependent variable is Response (dichotomous (0/1)). The CDU/CSU was classified as center-right; the SPD, the Greens, and the Left as center-left. The models do
not include FDP politicians (N=35) because the FDP cannot be easily classified as being
either center-left or center-right.

Figure 2: Mean Response Rates by Treatment Conditions (Study 2)
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Note: The figure shows the mean of the dichotomous (0/1) variable Response for each
treatment condition with standard errors (thick lines) and 95% CIs.

Figure 3: Mean Response Rates by Partisanship and
Center-Right Party (Study 2)
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Note: The figure shows the means of the dichotomous (0/1) variable Response with standard errors and 95% CIs. The CDU/CSU was classified
as center-right; the SPD, the Greens, and the Left as center-left.
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Figure 4: Interactions with the Turkish Crime Rate and the Potential Value of the Turkish Vote
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Note: The figure shows OLS coefficients from the models with covariates and state FEs in Table 7. Thick lines are robust standard
errors and thin lines are 95% CIs.

Table 1: Municipality Characteristics

Sample

Overall
(Population ≥ 2000)

2,321

5,159

25,820 (71,675)

14,742 (50,441)

Population Density

451 (618)

310 (460)

Foreign Population (%)

5.86 (4.01)

4.49 (3.75)

12.24 (32.78)

19.56 (39.67)

N
Population

East German (%)

Note: The table shows means with standard deviations in parentheses. For more details on the variables see Table A2.

Table 2: Mean Response Rates by Treatment Conditions (Study 1)

Treatment Condition

Response Rate (%)

Ratio

Difference

SE

p

Nationality

Canadian
24.48
(N = 1,017)

Turkish
37.62
(N = 1,018)

1.54

13.14

2.032

.000

Single
29.98
(N = 1,014)

Dual
32.13
(N = 1,021)

1.07

2.15

2.052

.296

Feel German
30.78
(N = 1,020)

Legal Benefits
31.33
(N = 1,015)

1.02

0.55

2.052

.790

Citizenship

Motivation

Note: P-values are based on two-tailed, independent t-tests.

Table 3: Treatment Effects by Politician Partisanship (Study 1)
Dependent Variable:
Response
w/o
Covariates

w/
Covariates

Turkish

0.076†
(0.039)

0.074†
(0.040)

Dual Citizenship

0.009
(0.039)

0.017
(0.039)

Legal Benefits

0.041
(0.039)

0.043
(0.040)

Center-Left Politician

0.084†
(0.043)

0.069
(0.044)

Turkish*
Center-Left Politician

0.072
(0.046)

0.073
(0.046)

Dual Citizenship*
Center-Left Politician

0.016
(0.046)

0.017
(0.046)

Legal Benefits*
Center-Left Politician

−0.046
(0.046)

−0.047
(0.046)

Constant

0.167∗∗
(0.037)

−0.134†
(0.071)

State FEs

NO

YES

2,000

1,987

N

Note: The table shows OLS estimates with robust standard errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is dichotomous (0/1). The
CDU/CSU was classified as center-right; the
SPD, the Greens, and the Left as center-left.
The models do not include FDP politicians
(N=35) because the FDP cannot be easily classified as being either center-left or center-right.
The lower N in model 2 is due to missing values in the covariates. For a list of covariates see
Table A2.
†
p<0.1; ∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01

Table 4: Treatment Effects (Study 2)
Dependent Variable:
Response
Control (Turkish)

Vote Intention (Canadian)

−0.011
(0.032)
−0.113∗∗
(0.031)

Integration Problems (Turkish)

−0.049
(0.032)

Constant

0.362∗∗
(0.023)

N

1,759

Note: The table shows OLS estimates with robust standard
errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is dichotomous (0/1). Vote Intention (Turkish) is the reference category.
†
p<0.1; ∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01

Table 5: Treatment Effects of Vote Intention vs.
Integration Problems by Politician Partisanship
Dependent Variable:
Response
w/o
Covariates

w/
Covariates

Vote Intention (Turkish)

0.066
(0.042)

0.066
(0.042)

Center-Left Politician

0.139∗∗
(0.044)

0.113∗
(0.045)

Vote Intention (Turkish)*
Center-Left Politician

−0.026
(0.064)

−0.025
(0.063)

Constant

0.243∗∗
(0.029)

−0.007
(0.115)

State FEs

NO

YES

N

876

869

Note: The table shows OLS estimates with robust standard
errors in parentheses. The dependent variable is dichotomous (0/1). The sample is restricted to observations that
received the Integration Problems (Turkish) and Vote Intention (Turkish) treatments. The CDU/CSU was classified as
center-right; the SPD and the Greens as center-left. The
lower N in model 2 is due to missing values in the covariates. For a list of covariates see Table A2.
†
p<0.1; ∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01

Table 6: Mean Response Rate by Treatment Condition and
Size of Turkish Population (Study 2)

Treatment
Condition

Turkish
N
Population

Vote Intention
(Canadian)

Small
Large

Control (Turkish)

Vote Intention
(Turkish)

Response
Rate (%)

Ratio

Difference

SE

p

199 23.62
238 26.05

1.10

2.43

4.16

0.559

Small
Large

209 24.88
236 44.07

1.77

19.19

4.45

0.000

Small
Large

206 29.61
229 42.36

1.43

12.75

4.59

0.006

Integration
Small
Problems (Turkish) Large

201 24.88
235 37.02

1.49

12.15

4.43

0.006

Note: P-values are based on two-tailed, independent t-tests.

Table 7: Interactions with the Turkish Crime Rate
and the Potential Value of the Turkish Vote (Study 2)
Dependent Variable:
Response
w/o

w/

w/o

w/

Covariates

Covariates

Covariates

Covariates

Control (Turkish)

0.147∗∗
(0.035)

0.143∗∗
(0.035)

0.077∗
(0.034)

0.069∗
(0.033)

Vote Intention (Turkish)

0.130∗∗
(0.036)

0.132∗∗
(0.035)

0.086∗
(0.034)

0.087∗
(0.034)

Integration Problems (Turkish)

0.059†
(0.034)

0.060†
(0.034)

0.041
(0.033)

0.033
(0.033)

High Turkish Crime Rate

−0.002
(0.049)

0.068
(0.054)

Control (Turkish)*
High Turkish Crime Rate

−0.199∗∗
(0.068)

−0.209∗∗
(0.068)

Vote Intention (Turkish)*
High Turkish Crime Rate

−0.069
(0.072)

−0.064
(0.072)

Integration Problems (Turkish)*
High Turkish Crime Rate

0.020
(0.073)

0.0003
(0.073)

High Value of the Turkish Vote

0.021
(0.061)

−0.059
(0.061)

Control (Turkish)*
High Value of the Turkish Vote

0.240∗
(0.099)

0.216∗
(0.100)

Vote Intention (Turkish)*
High Value of the Turkish Vote

0.172†
(0.099)

0.181†
(0.099)

Integration Problems (Turkish)*
High Value of the Turkish Vote

0.085
(0.096)

0.098
(0.094)

0.254∗∗
(0.023)

0.098
(0.083)

Constant

State FEs
N

0.249∗∗
(0.024)

0.020
(0.079)

NO

YES

NO

YES

1759

1749

1660

1655

Note: The table shows OLS estimates with robust standard errors in parentheses. The
dependent variable is dichotomous (0/1). The lower N in model 2, 3, and 4 is due to missing values for covariates and missing election results for the state of Schleswig-Holstein
which does not provide municipal-level election returns. For a list of covariates see Table
A2.
†
p<0.1; ∗ p<0.05; ∗∗ p<0.01
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A: Additional Boxes, Figures, and Tables
Box A1: German Version of the Email Text (Study 1)

Betreff: Frage Einbürgerung in [Name der Gemeinde]
Hallo [Herr/Frau Name der/des Politikers/in]
ich heiße [Ahmet Özcan/Onur Özdemir/Jim Groves/Mark Hughson].
Ich wohne in Ihrem Ort. [Weil ich mich deutsch fühle / Weil ich die
gleichen gesetzlichen Vorteile wie deutsche haben möchte], möchte ich
mich einbürgern. Gleichzeitig möchte ich meine [türkische / kanadische] Nationalität [behalten / zurückgeben]. Ich habe bald einen Termin
beim Einbürgerungsbüro. Ich habe gehört dass lokale Politiker bei der
Einbürgerungsfeier dabei sind. Deshalb wollte ich fragen ob es hilfreich ist für meinen Antrag für Einbürgerung, wenn ich mich mit einem
Politiker treffe.
Mit freundlichen Grüßen,
[Ahmet Özcan/Onur Özdemir/Jim Groves/Mark Hughson]

2

Box A2: German Version of the Email Text (Study 2)

Betreff: Einbürgerung in [Name der Gemeinde]
Hallo [Herr/Frau Name der/des Politikers/in],
ich heiße [Mehmet Demircan/Mustafa Yilmaz/Ryan Morgan/Dylan
Hall]. Ich bin [Türke / Kanadier] und möchte mich hier einbürgern
lassen.
Ich schreibe Ihnen weil Sie bei [Partei der/des Politikers/in] sind, für die
ich wie viele meiner bekannten bei der nächsten Kommunalwahl meine
Stimme abgeben will.
Or (only for emails sent by a Turk):
Ich schreibe Ihnen weil Sie bei der [Gemeinde/Stadt] sind und sich
die [Gemeinden/Städte] ja manchmal kümmern um die Probleme der
Türken mit der Integration.
Ich treffe mich bald mit dem Einbürgerungsbüro und ein bekannter hat
mir gesagt, dass lokale Politiker manchmal bei der Einbürgerung mitmachen. Hilft es für meine Bewerbung, wenn ich mich mit einem Politiker treffe?
Mit freundlichen Grüßen,
[Mehmet Demircan/Mustafa Yilmaz/Ryan Morgan/Dylan Hall]

3

Figure A1: Distribution of German Municipalities
with Email Addresses of Local Politicians

Email Addresses on Local Council Website
No

Yes

Population < 2000

Note: The figure shows for each German municipality with more than 1,999 residents whether an email
address for at least one local council member was listed on its website. State borders are highlighted in
black.
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Figure A2: Balance Tests
(b) Study 2

(a) Study 1
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Note: The figures show the difference in means between treatment conditions across pre-treatment covariates. The reference category in the
left panel is the other factor level (Canadian/Single/Feel German). The reference category in the right panel is Vote Intention (Turkish). The
covariates are either dichotomous (0/1) or on a scale from 0 to 1. We dichotomized the variables which measure the age of the politician (1
= politician older than 65 years; 0 = otherwise), the population size as well as the population density of the municipality, and the number of
councilors (1 = at or above the median of the overall sample; 0 = otherwise). For more details on the covariates see Table A2. The figures also
show results from equivalence tests, using the Welch approximation to the degrees of freedom. We chose an epsilon of 0.2 times the pooled
standard deviation of the variable and an alpha of 0.05. The points highlighted in red indicate that the null hypothesis of statistical difference
between the groups was not rejected. The main results of Study 2 (reported in Figure 2 and Table 4) do not change substantially when we
control for the covariates for which the null hypothesis was not rejected.

Figure A3: Treatment Effects on Response Characteristics
(a) Study 1
Information (binary)

(b) Study 2
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Note: The figures show OLS estimates of the treatment effects on three different response characteristics with robust standard errors and 95% CIs.
The reference category in the left panel is the other factor level (Canadian/Single/Feel German). The reference category in the right panel is Vote
Intention (Turkish). In the upper row, we coded the outcome variables in a binary way (1 = at least one of the coding categories associated with the
outcome variable present; 0 = otherwise). In the lower row, we counted how many of the coding categories associated with one outcome variable
applied to a response.

Table A1: Comparison between Experimental Sample
and Baseline Subsample (Study 1)

Experimental
Sample

Baseline
Subsample

2,035

456

26,691 (75,741)

26,160 (63,774)

Population Density

460 (641)

429 (572)

Foreign Population (%)

5.89 (4.05)

6.09 (4.03)

Social Welfare Recipients (%)

2.87 (2.16)

2.57 (2.10)

College Qualification (%)

24.80 (7.08)

24.67 (7.00)

East German (%)

11.60 (32.03)

5.7 (23.21)

Council Characteristics
Council Seats

26.81 (12.00)

26.05 (12.57)

Center-Left Parties (%)

33.03 (16.32)

31.04 (18.67)

Large Parties (%)

71.97 (20.23)

68.96 (21.44)

Politician Characteristics
Female (%)

24.86 (43.23)

21.71 (41.27)

2.10 (0.50)

2.09 (0.48)

75.18 (43.20)

62.94 (48.35)

N
Municipality Characteristics
Population

Age Category
Center-Left Party (%)

Note: The table shows means with standard deviations in parentheses.
For more details on the variables see Table A2.
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Table A2: Pre-Treatment Covariates
Source

Included in
Table 3, 5, and 7

Federal Statistical Office, 2013/
2011 Census

Yes

Population Density

Federal Statistical Office,
2013

Yes

Number of residents per square kilometer

Foreign Population (%)

Federal Statistical Office,
2011 Census

Yes

As a share of all residents

Social Welfare Recipients (%)

Federal Employment Agency,
July 2016

Yes

As a share of all residents
between the age of
20 & 59 (2011 Census)

College Qualification (%)

Federal Statistical Office,
2011 Census

Yes

Sum of all residents with A level
as a share of all residents above
the age of 15 (2011 Census)

East German

Federal Statistical Office

No

0 = No; 1 = Yes

Turkish Population (%)

Federal Statistical Office,
2011 Census

Yes

As a share of all residents

Crime Suspects
of Turkish Nationality (%)

Federal Criminal Police Office,
2016

Yes

Only Table 7 County-level;
As a share of all Turkish citizens

Unemployed
Turkish Citizens (%)

Federal Employment Agency,
May 2017

No

As a share of all Turkish citizens

Official election statistics/
collected by the authors

Yes

Number of seats

Center-Left Parties (%)

Official election statistics/
collected by the authors

Yes

SPD, the Greens and the Left

Center-Right Parties (%)

Official election statistics/
collected by the authors

No

CDU/CSU & the FDP

Large Parties (%)

Official election statistics/
collected by the authors

Yes

CDU/CSU, SPD, the Greens,
the Left, and FDP

Politician Characteristics
Female

Collected by the authors

Yes

0 = No; 1 = Yes

Age Category

Collected by the authors

No

1 = between 18 & 35;
2 = between 36 & 65;
3 = 66+

Contact Form

Collected by the authors

Yes

0 = No; 1 = Yes

Center-Left Party

Collected by the authors

Yes

0 = CDU/CSU;
1 = SPD, the Greens or the Left

Municipality Characteristics
Population

Council Characteristics
Council Seats

Note

Note: The data are on the level of municipalities or individuals (in case of politician characteristics), unless otherwise stated. We collected
data on the council characteristics ourselves for states which could not provide official election statistics.
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B: Correction for Multiple Comparisons
Table B1: Correction for Multiple Comparisons (Study 1)
Comparison

Subsamples/Differences-in-Means p-value

Bonferroni α=.05

Benjamini α=.5

Center-Right vs. Center-Left

Main Experiment

.000

3

3

Center-Right vs. Center-Left

Baseline Email

.026

Feel German vs. Legal Benefits

Main Effect

.790

Interaction with Partisanship

.298

Main Effect

.296

Interaction with Partisanship

.732

Main Effect

.000

3

3

Interaction with Partisanship

.116

Single Citizenship vs. Dual Citizenship

Canadian vs. Turkish

Note: Controlling for 8 comparisons. Qualitative responses are not included, since our approach was exploratory and the
content of our codes is meant to reify the main results rather than making a new theoretical contribution.
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Table B2: Correction for Multiple Comparisons (Study 2)
Comparison

Subsamples/Differences-in-Means p-value

Bonferroni α=.05

Benjamini α=.5

Center-Right vs. Center-Left

Main Experiment

.000

3

3

Center-Right vs. Center-Left

Baseline email

.019

Integration Problems vs Control

Main Effect

.225

Vote Intention (Turkish) vs. Control

Main Effect

.734

Integration Problems vs. Vote Intention (Turkish)

Main Effect

.121

Interaction with Partisanship

.687

Vote Intention (Turkish) vs. Vote Intention (Canadian)

Main Effect

.000

Large vs. Small Turkish Population

Vote Intention (Turkish)

.006

Vote Intention (Canadian)

.559

Integration Problems

.006

Control

.000

Vote Intention (Turkish)

.377

Integration Problems

.997

Control

.002

Vote Intention (Turkish)

.069

Integration Problems

.229

Control

.031

High vs. Low Crime

High vs. Low Vote Value

Note: Controlling for 17 comparisons.
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3

3

3
3

3
3

3

3

3

C: Results of the Online Surveys
Table C1: Results of the First Online Survey (N = 508)
Mean

SD

Min.

Max.

Impression of Email Sender
Genuine

5.24

1.14

1.00

7.00

Kind

5.50

1.12

1.00

7.00

Honest

5.39

1.19

1.00

7.00

Polite

5.59

1.17

1.00

7.00

Impression of Request
Credible

5.19

1.17

1.00

7.00

Appropriate

4.12

1.59

1.00

7.00

Decent

4.55

1.49

1.00

7.00

Realistic

3.75

1.71

1.00

7.00

Language Skills

3.69

0.71

1.00

5.00

Was helped in Writing Email

0.34

0.48

0.00

1.00

Note: The table shows the main results of an online survey which was fielded in January 2016. The goal of the
survey was to test nine different versions of the email texts
for Study 1. Seven versions had a Turkish sender. One
text had an Australian sender, the remaining one a Canadian sender. Respondents were randomly assigned to one of
the versions. Email texts we later dismissed were included
in the analysis for this table. Their exclusion does not
change the results substantially. We recruited respondents
on the crowdsourcing platform Clickworker (https://
www.clickworker.de/). Originally, we had 802 respondents. 193 participants did not finish the survey and
101 respondents were screened out by the pre-screen because they indicated membership in a political party or relatives and/or friends who are members of a political party.
The scale for the first eight items goes from ”totally disagree” (1) to ”totally agree” (7). For Language Skills, the
scale goes from ”very bad” (1) to ”very good” (5). Was
helped in Writing Email is either ”no” (0) or ”yes” (1). The
latter item was included in a later stage of the survey and
therefore has fewer observations (N=177) than the other
items.
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Table C2: Results of the Second Online Survey (N = 343)
Canadians

Turks

Serbs

Turks - Canadians
Difference p-value

Turks - Serbs
Scale
Difference p-value

Cultural Similarity

3.82
(0.89)

1.70
(0.61)

2.37
(0.94)

-2.12

.000

-0.68

.000

1 = very different;
5 = very similar

Religiosity

2.75
(0.65)

3.93
(0.76)

3.28
(0.74)

1.18

.000

0.64

.000

1 = not religious at all;
5 = very religious

Are mainly Christians

5.33
(1.38)

1.92
(0.99)

4.13
(1.41)

-3.41

.000

-2.21

.000

1 = totally incorrect;
7 = totally correct

Are mainly Muslims

1.85
(1.25)

5.95
(1.06)

3.52
(1.46)

4.10

.000

2.43

.000

1 = totally incorrect;
7 = totally correct

Education Level

4.44
(1.13)

2.82
(1.17)

2.77
(1.26)

-1.62

.000

0.05

.429

1 = no degree;
6 = university degree

Economic Situation

4.08
(0.61)

3.39
(0.73)

3.05
(0.71)

-0.69

.000

0.34

.000

1 = very bad;
5 = very good

Language Skills

3.78
(0.72)

3.33
(0.83)

3.21
(0.85)

-0.45

.000

0.13

.020

1 = very bad;
5 = very good

Warmth

3.69
(0.74)

2.95
(0.75)

2.89
(0.73)

-0.74

.000

0.06

.145

1 = not warm at all;
5 = very warm

Competence

3.72
(0.64)

3.04
(0.64)

3.05
(0.65)

-0.68

.000

-0.01

.764

1 = not competetent at all;
5 = very competent

Honesty

3.65
(0.81)

2.62
(0.80)

2.65
(0.86)

-1.03

.000

-0.03

.567

1 = not honest at all;
5 = very honest

Integration

4.02
(0.67)

2.81
(0.75)

2.96
(0.77)

-1.21

.000

-0.15

.001

1 = very difficult to integrate
5 = very easy to integrate

Approval of Naturalization

3.83
(0.74)

2.57
(0.87)

2.74
(0.80)

-1.26

.000

-0.17

.001

1 = nat. is very bad;
5 = nat. is very good

Naturalization Usual

2.78
(1.12)

3.51
(1.16)

3.26
(1.07)

0.72

.000

0.25

.000

1 = very unusual;
5 = very usual

Experience Discrimination

1.80
(0.74)

3.72
(1.00)

3.16
(1.00)

1.91

.000

0.56

.000

1 = never;
5 = very often

Note: The table shows results of an online survey which was fielded in April 2016. Columns 2-4 display means with standard deviations
in parentheses. We recruited respondents on the crowdsourcing platform Clickworker (https://www.clickworker.de/). Each
respondent had to answer the same set of questions for each of the three immigrant groups. The order of the immigrant groups was
randomized. The variables Cultural Similarity, Economic Situation, Language Skills, Approval of Naturalization, Naturalization Usual,
and Experience Discrimination included a ”don’t know” option which was treated as missing in the analysis. The variables Cultural
Similarity, Warmth, Competence, and Integration are an unweighted index (mean) of multiple items. To avoid social desirability bias we
asked in some cases (Warmth, Competence, Honesty, Approval of Naturalization) how the respondents think the majority of Germans
perceived the groups. We report p-values from two-tailed, dependent t-tests.
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Table C3: Comparison of the Respondents with the Experimental Samples and the General Population

Online Survey Respondents
First Survey Second Survey
Female (%)

Local Politicians
Study 1
Study 2

General Population

44.09 (49.70)

51.31 (50.06)

24.86 (43.23)

26.66 (44.23)

50.70

1.43 (0.50)

1.54 (0.53)

2.10 (0.50)

2.07 (0.50)

2.00

East German (%)

18.31 (38.71)

15.74 (36.47)

11.60 (32.03)

10.40 (30.54)

15.30

Center-Left (%)

36.02 (48.05)

38.78 (48.80)

75.18 (43.20)

48.72 (50.00)

42.70

Center-Right (%)

22.05 (41.50)

15.45 (36.20)

23.10 (42.15)

51.28 (50.00)

41.50

Migrant (%)

21.46 (41.09)

18.95 (39.25)

1.82 (13.36)

NA

21.00

In Work (%)

62.20 (48.54)

66.47 (47.28)

NA

NA

52.70

In Education (%)

23.43 (42.39)

21.87 (41.39)

NA

NA

5.00

Education Level

4.63 (1.24)

4.83 (1.18)

NA

NA

NA

Urban

3.46 (1.16)

3.58 (1.15)

NA

NA

NA

Age Category

Note: The table shows means with standard deviations in parentheses. For the coding of Age Category see
Table A2. In the first online survey, 172 respondents indicated an age below 18 which is implausible since
the crowdsourcing platform we used requires users to be at least 18 years old. We coded Age Category
as missing for these respondents. Center-Left in column 2 and 3 is the sum of respondents who would
vote for the SPD, the Greens, or the Left. Center-Right is the sum of respondents who would vote for the
CDU/CSU. In Education measures university and vocational education. Educational Level is coded on a
6-point scale (1 = no degree; 6 = university degree) and includes aspired degrees of respondents who are
still in edcuation. Urban is coded on a 5-point scale (1 = living on a farm or in a house on the countryside;
5 = living in a large city). Data on the general population were obtained from the federal statistical office
for the year 2015, except Age Category which relies on data from the 2011 census and Center-Left and
Center-Right which is based on vote shares from the 2013 general election.
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D: Description of the Sampling Procedure
D1: Study 1
We first selected all municipalities which, according to the Federal Statistical Office, had more than
1,999 residents as of 2013 (N=5,159). We excluded smaller municipalities because local politicians
likely know many residents by name and an email from an unknown immigrant would be too artificial
here. Due to the large size of the city of Berlin, we considered the cities twelve districts and their
district councils as our units of analysis.
Next, a team of research assistants went to the websites of the municipalities and estimated the number
of politicians with email addresses or contact forms that can be directed to individual politicians. For
155 municipalities, it was not possible to find a list of local council members. Another 2,778
municipalities did not list any email addresses or contact forms. We dropped most of them but decided
to keep those municipalities which have a relatively high number of residents (N=596), because we
assumed it would be possible to find email addresses on these municipalities local party websites. 2,226
municipalities listed email addresses of all, most, or some local councilors on their websites. 170 of
them exclusively listed contact forms. The rest predominantly listed email addresses or, less commonly,
both email addresses and contact forms.
We further excluded municipalities which did not have at least one councilor from one of the following
parties: CDU/CSU, SPD, the Greens, the Left, and the FDP (N=407).1 In a last step, we dropped 180
municipalities which were part of a pilot test designed to assess the plausibility of our study.2
This process left us with 2,534 municipalities to sample from. Each municipality was randomly
selected to be assigned to politicians from a center-left or a center-right party based on a proportion that
oversampled center-left parties. We excluded small parties and those based only in specific
municipalities. Our sample thus consists of the four parties which hold seats in the Bundestag
(2013-2017) and the FDP which until 2013 continuously held seats in the national parliament.
Following a random number scheme research assistants randomly selected politicians within the chosen
party and recorded their names, email addresses, as well as several other background characteristics.
1
Note that a municipality could both have not listed email addresses on its website and not have at least one councilor
from one of the five parties.
2
The pilot study was fielded in February/March 2016. 22 of the 180 municipalities were included in the study although
they did not list email addresses or contact forms on their websites.
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When no email addresses or contact forms were listed for politicians from the assigned party, we
repeated the same procedure for the backup party.3 The research assistants were instructed to search on
the local party websites if the local municipality websites did not list email addresses or contact forms.
They were also instructed not to sample politicians who hold a special position (e.g., chair of the
council or member of a higher-level parliament). In 460 cases, it was not possible to find an email
address or a contact form for the assigned party as well as the backup party. This left us with a sample
of 2,074 municipalities which we tried to treat.
We randomly assigned the politicians to one of eight treatment texts (2*2*2). Within the nationalities,
one of two names (Turkish: ”Ahmet Özcan” or ”Onur Özdemir”, Canadian: ”Jim Groves” or ”Mark
Hughson”) was randomly assigned to the putative migrant. If an email bounced back (N=60) we re-sent
it to a different politician from the same municipality. In 13 cases this was not possible. If it bounced
back a second time we gave up (N=4). We further failed to treat 22 municipalities where contact sheets
asked for personal information. Our sample of treated municipalities thus includes 2,035 cases. 168 of
the treated councilors were reached through a contact form. The contact forms were sent manually in
the days after the emails were sent automatically.
We emailed a second, randomly selected politician (from within the same party as the previously
selected politician within the municipality) in an arbitrary subset of 456 municipalities that featured at
least two politicians from the target party. In this email, a local male resident with a randomly assigned,
German-sounding name (”Paul Weber” or ”Martin Niemann”) inquired about the date of the next local
election (see Table A1 in Appendix A for the demographic composition of the baseline sample).

D2: Study 2
We started with the same population of municipalities as described in Appendix D1. The pre-processing
steps were very similar to Study 1. The main difference to the first study is our decision to sample in
municipalities from the pilot study.4
We dropped municipalities in which the politician from the first experiment forwarded our email to
3

If the CDU/CSU was the assigned party, the FDP was the backup party and vice versa. If one of the three center-left
parties (i.e. the SPD, the Greens, or the Left) was the assigned party, then one of the remaining center-left parties was
randomly selected as the backup party. We used the backup party in 63 municipalities.
4
We avoided contacting the same party a second time.
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another person (mostly a different politician or the administration of the municipality; N=36).
We noticed in Study 1 that forwarding of emails within municipalities tended to occur within parties.
Therefore, we sought to avoid sampling the same party twice. Instead, we sampled at random from a
different party. We had to exclude 151 municipalities where it was not possible to sample a party that
was not already treated in the first experiment and that holds seats in the council.
In contrast to the first study, we only sampled from three parties – the CDU/CSU, the SPD, and the
Greens because we wanted to have enough statistical power for potential between-party analyses. Since
the sample in Study 1 oversampled center-left politicians, we had a surplus of center-right politicians
available to sample from this time. Partly because of this technical consideration and partly to
maximize our ability to test for treatment effects by party, we sampled center-right and center-left
politicians in an equal balance this time.
As in the previous study, we assigned a backup party, but this time only in a subset of the sample
(N=637). The backup party was not treated in the first experiment. In most cases (N=453) we assigned
a backup for the Greens who usually have a low number of councilors and therefore provide a lower
probability of finding a politician with an email address. However, to reach our intended party
proportions,5 we switched the assigned party (SPD) and the backup party (Greens) in a stratified (by
state)6 and randomly selected subset of municipalities (N=184). The backup party was used 42 times.
For the baseline email in which a local male resident with a randomly assigned, German-sounding name
(”Jan Fischer” or ”Thomas Becker”) inquired about a dog tax in the municipality, we used the following
sampling strategy: We took a subset of the municipalities (N=686) which encompassed about 30
percent of the municipalities and assigned them to the baseline condition. As in Study 1, the politician
to be emailed in the baseline came from the same party as the politician in the experimental condition.
The selection of the municipalities was done randomly conditional on having at least three councilors
from the assigned party. We block-randomized by ideological orientation in order to make sure the
baseline sample achieved balance on this dimension.
Research assistants retrieved email addresses following the same procedure as in Study 1, but used a
different random numbers scheme to select politicians. We failed to find an email address or a contact
form for the assigned party and the backup party in 664 municipalities which left us with a final sample
5

We aimed at an overall distribution of 50 percent CDU/CSU, 30 percent SPD, and 20 percent Greens.
The entire sampling for experiment two was done in a stratified manner. However, due to limitations in party choice,
partly stemming from the first study, we could only reach an approximately balanced distribution of parties by state.
6
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of 1,819 observations. The success rate in finding emails differed by party. It was particularly difficult
to find SPD-politicians with an email address. To achieve the intended party breakdown, we decided to
change the assigned party from the CDU/CSU to the SPD in 98 municipalities (5 percent of the sample)
in which the SPD had already been treated.7 We strictly avoided treating the same politician twice.
Furthermore, to minimize the risk of communication between treated subjects from the two studies,
these changes were done in councils which featured at least six politicians from the SPD.
Our four experimental conditions were randomly assigned to each politician. Within the nationalities,
we randomly selected one of two names (Turkish: ”Mehmet Demircan” or ”Mustafa Yilmaz”;
Canadian: ”Ryan Morgan” or ”Dylan Hall”). As in Study 1, there was attrition: Emails bounced back in
81 cases, for 24 of which we were not able to find a politician to replace the original recipient.
Additionally, in two municipalities the email bounced back a second time. We further failed to treat 19
municipalities where contact sheets asked for personal information. In addition, 9 observations are
considered failed to treat because the recipients either responded that they are not active politicians
anymore (N=4) or that they are not members of the party which we indicated in the vote intention
treatment (N=5). Lastly, six units were excluded due to potential interference, leaving us with 1,759
treated observations. 1,473 (84 percent) of the municipalities from the second study were already
treated in the first experiment. 159 politicians were reached through contact forms. The contact forms
were sent manually the days after the emails were sent automatically.
7

We ended up treating 91 of these municipalities.
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E: Leaflet informing about the Role of Politicians in the Naturalization Process
E1: English Version
Do you want a German passport?
Becoming a naturalized German citizen has many benefits. Only people with a German passport may
vote and run for elected office on the national and the state level. Without a German passport you
cannot pursue certain professions. With a German passport you can travel to many countries in the
world without a visa.
However, some legal requirements must be met to be eligible for naturalization. These include:
- Having a residence permit
- Having lived in Germany for at least 6-8 years
- Passing the naturalization test
- Not receiving social assistance or Hartz IV [social welfare]
- Renouncing your existing citizenship (but there are exceptions to this rule)
Local authorities, specifically city or county administrations, are responsible for processing
naturalization applications. They also provide more information about the requirements.
But because naturalization laws and the jurisdiction of authorities are complex, you may wish to have
support during the naturalization process .
This is where local politicians come in. Politicians in some municipalities are already committed to
increasing naturalizations. They organize information events, send personal letters to residents without
a German passport and organize naturalization ceremonies.
Local politicians cannot influence the decision of the authorities about your case. They are also not
involved in the legal process of naturalization. Contact with politicians does not substitute fulfilling the
legal requirements for naturalization.
However, local politicians can help get you started and provide help along the way. They know their
municipalities well and can thus refer you to the right authorities. They can also show you where to find
important information about naturalization. Sometimes they can also refer you to people within the
municipality who are well acquainted with the subject. For example, they can reach out on your behalf
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to people who are naturalized German citizens.
Local politicians may also be able to establish contact with their colleagues in the state or even federal
parliament through their party’s networks.
Some politicians are especially motivated: They help with studying for the naturalization test or
accompany the applicant to appointments with the authorities.
Local politicians can also help you integrate into the local community. For example, they can introduce
you to volunteering opportunities. Participation in a charitable organization or local club for a period of
time can reduce the minimum length of stay that is typically required from eight to six years. This is
also true for ”special integration achievements” where the authorities have some degree of discretion.
In addition, local politicians are ideal contacts if you are interested in politics. They will be pleased to
inform you about the political system and to present options for political engagement. For example,
they can tell you about opportunities within a party and, after a successful naturalization, as a candidate
in elections.
Which politicians should you contact? In principle you can reach out to members of municipal, town, or
district councils. Mayors of small municipalities also often have the time and desire to support the
naturalization process. It is useful to contact politicians where you live.
Politicians can be contacted in different ways. The easiest way is by email. You can look for listings of
council members and their emails by searching the homepage of your municipality. You could also
google, for example, ”Gemeinderat Stadt Münster” (city council member Münster), if you live in
Münster. A look at the websites of the local party associations is another option (for example, google
”CDU Münster”). Some politicians also make their phone numbers public. Mayors in small
municipalities tend to told office hours which you can attend. If you are not sufficiently confident in
your German language ability you can also contact them in English.
If you support a politicians party, it may be useful to briefly mention this in the email. However, this is
definitely not a prerequisite; you can write politicians of any party.
The advice in this brochure is based on a scientific study conducted in 2016/17, which examined the
willingness of local politicians to help in the naturalization process. To this end, the researchers sent
emails from fictitious senders who stated that they wanted to acquire German citizenship to local
politicians in over 2,000 German municipalities.
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E2: German Version
Sie möchten den deutschen Pass?
Eine Einbürgerung hat viele Vorteile. Nur Menschen mit einem deutschen Pass dürfen auf Bundes- und
Landesebene wählen und gewählt werden. Ohne einen deutschen Pass darf man bestimmte Berufe nicht
ausüben. Mit einem deutschen Pass kann man ohne ein Visum in viele Länder der Welt reisen.
Vor einer Einbürgerung müssen jedoch einige rechtliche Voraussetzungen erfüllt werden. Dazu gehören
unter anderem:
- Aufenthaltserlaubnis
- Mindestens seit 6-8 Jahren in Deutschland leben
- Bestehen des Einbürgerungstests
- Keine Sozialhilfe oder Hartz IV erhalten
- In der Regel: Aufgabe der bestehenden Staatsbürgerschaft (es gibt jedoch Ausnahmen).
Verantwortlich für Ihren Antrag auf Einbürgerung sind die lokalen Behörden, konkret die Stadt- oder
die Kreisverwaltung. Dort werden Sie auch näher über die Anforderungen informiert.
Da das Einbürgerungsrecht und die Zuständigkeiten der Behörden komplex sind, wünschen Sie sich
vielleicht eine Kontaktperson für Fragen und Hilfe während des Prozesses der Einbürgerung.
Hier kommt die Lokalpolitik ins Spiel. Schon länger engagieren sich Politiker/innen in einigen
Gemeinden und Städten für einen Anstieg der Einbürgerungszahlen. Sie organisieren
Informationsveranstaltungen, senden persönliche Schreiben an Menschen ohne deutschen Pass und
veranstalten Einbürgerungsfeiern.
Lokalpolitiker/innen können die Entscheidung der Behörde über Ihren Antrag auf Einbürgerung nicht
beeinflussen. Sie sind auch nicht in den rechtlichen Prozess der Einbürgerung eingebunden. Ein Kontakt
mit Politiker/innen ersetzt nicht das Erfüllen der rechtlichen Voraussetzungen für eine Einbürgerung.
Jedoch können Lokalpolitiker/innen Ihnen bei der Orientierung helfen. Sie kennen ihre eigenen
Gemeinden gut und können Sie deshalb an die richtigen Stellen in den Behörden vermitteln. Sie können
Ihnen außerdem zeigen, wo Sie wichtige Informationen zu der Einbürgerung finden. Manchmal können
Sie auch an Personen innerhalb der Gemeinde verweisen, die sich gut mit dem Thema auskennen, zum
Beispiel, weil Sie sich selbst schon eingebürgert haben.
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Über ihre Beziehungen in der eigenen Partei können Lokalpolitiker/innen eventuell auch einen Kontakt
mit Kolleg/innen im Landtag oder sogar Bundestag herstellen. Manche Politiker/innen sind besonders
engagiert und helfen sogar bei dem Lernen für den Einbürgerungstest oder begleiten zu den Terminen
bei den Behörden.
Außerdem können Ihnen Lokalpolitiker/innen dabei helfen, sich in die lokale Gemeinschaft zu
integrieren, zum Beispiel durch ein Ehrenamt. Bei einem längeren Engagement bei einer
Hilfsorganisation oder bei Vereinen kann die minimale Aufenthaltsdauer als Voraussetzung für die
Einbürgerung von acht auf sechs Jahre reduziert werden. Dies gilt auch für besondere
Integrationsleistungen, bei denen die Behörden einen gewissen Spielraum haben.
Darüber hinaus sind Lokalpolitiker/innen ideale Kontakte, wenn Sie sich für eine Tätigkeit in der
Politik interessieren. Gerne informieren sie über das politische System und zeigen wie man sich
politisch zu engagieren kann, zum Beispiel in einer Partei und, nach einer erfolgreichen Einbürgerung,
als Kandidat/in bei Wahlen.
Welche Politiker/innen sollte man kontaktieren? Grundsätzlich kann man Mitglieder von Gemeindeoder Stadträten sowie von Kreistagen ansprechen. Bürgermeister von kleinen Gemeinden haben auch
oft Zeit und Lust, beim Einbürgerungsprozess zu unterstützen. Es ist sinnvoll dort Politiker/innen zu
kontaktieren, wo man seinen Lebensmittelpunkt hat.
Politiker/innen kann man auf unterschiedliche Weise kontaktieren. Am einfachsten geht es über E-Mail.
Dafür können Sie auf der Homepage Ihrer Gemeinde die Liste der Ratsmitglieder mit E-Mails
raussuchen. Sie könnten zum Beispiel googlen ”Gemeinderat Stadt Münster”, wenn Sie in Münster
wohnen. Ein Blick auf die Webseiten der Lokalverbände von Parteien lohnt sich auch, z.B. googlen
”CDU Münster”. Einige Politiker/innen geben zusätzlich ihre Telefonnummern öffentlich an.
Bürgermeister in kleinen Gemeinden bieten auch oft Sprechstunden an, zu denen Sie gehen können.
Falls Sie die Partei einer/s Politikers/in gut finden, kann es sinnvoll sein dies in der Email kurz zu
erwähnen. Es ist aber keine Voraussetzung, grundsätzlich kann jeder Politiker/innen von allen Parteien
anschreiben.
Die Tipps in dieser Broschüre basieren auf einer wissenschaftlichen Studie aus den Jahren 2016/17, in
der die Hilfsbereitschaft lokaler Politiker/innen bei der Einbürgerung untersucht wurde. Hierfür
versendeten die Forscher/innen E-Mails von fiktiven Personen, die sich einbürgern lassen wollten, an
Politiker/innen in über 2000 deutschen Gemeinden.
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)E3: Design of the Leaflet (Arabic Version

SIE WOLLEN DEN
?DEUTSCHEN PASS

DO YOU WANT A

?GERMAN PASSPORT

Alman pasaportu
?mu istiyorsunuz

بالنسبة للتوطين يتوجب الكثير من الشروط القانونية أن تستكمل.
و من هذه الشروط :

تريد الحصول
على جواز
السفر األلماني؟
التوطين له الكثير من الفوائد.

تصريح اقامة

فقط الناس الحاصلين على جواز السفر األلماني يحق لهم أن
ينتخبوا و ُينتخبوا .

العيش في المانيا لمدة ال تقل عن  8سنوات
اجتياز امتحان التوطين

دون جواز السفر األلماني ال يسمح للشخص العمل كموظف حكومي .

عدم الحصول على اإلعانات االجتماعية و إعانات العاطلين عن العمل

مع جواز السفر األلماني يستطيع الشخص السفر إلى الكثير من دول 		
العالم دون الحاجة لتأشيرة دخول (فيزا).

كقاعدة  :التوطين متعلق بجنسية الشخص الحالية
(يوجد هنالك استثناءات)
السلطات المحلية هي المسؤولة عن طلب التوطين  ،وبشكل أدق هي اإلدارة
المحلية أو مجلس المدينة.
هنالك تستطيع الحصول على معلومات أكبر بمتطلبات التوطين.

يستطيع السياسيون
سفر ألماني و ينظمون احتفاالت لمنح الجنسية .
مع العلم أن السياسيون المحليون ال يستطيعون التأثير على قرار السلطات حول طلب
التوطين.
و هم كذلك ليس لهم اتصال بعملية التوطين القانونية .
كما أن التواصل مع السياسيين ال يحقق الشروط القانونية من أجل عملية منح الجنسية.
مع ذلك يستطيع السياسيون المحليون توجيهك.
هم يعرفون بلدياتهم بشكل جيد لذلك يستطيعون توجيهك للسلطات المعنية و األماكن
الصحيحة.
كذلك هم يستطيعون أن يعرضوا لك من أين تستطيع أن تجد المعلومات المهمة
ً
من أجل عملية التوطين و احيانا يستطيعون أن يحيلوك إلى األشخاص المعنيين ضمن
ً
البلدية ،الذين لهم معرفة جيدة بهذه المواضيع النهم مسبقا قد قاموا بعملية التوطين
بأنفسهم .
بسبب عالقاتهم مع بعض األحزاب يستطيع السياسيون ربما إقامة تواصل مع الزمالء من
البرلمان المحلي أو حتى مجلس النواب .

ألن قانون التوطين ومسؤولية السلطات معقدة ،
من المحتمل أن تطلب شخص معني باألمور القانونية للحصول على المساعدة و
األجوبة خالل عملية التوطين.

هنا تأتي السياسة المحلية كمثال.
بسبب تزايد أعداد طالبي الجنسية يساهم السياسيين منذ وقت طويل في بعض
البلديات و المدن .
من خالل تنظيم محاضرات تثقيفية ،و ارسال دعوات شخصية للناس الذين ال يملكون جواز
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بسبب عالقاتهم مع بعض األحزاب يستطيع السياسيون ربما إقامة تواصل مع الزمالء من
البرلمان المحلي أو حتى مجلس النواب .
بعض السياسيين المحليين يكونوا بشكل خاص مساهمين أو مساعدين حتى في التعلم
من اجل امتحان منح الجنسية او المرافقة أثناء المواعيد في الدوائر الرسمية .
عدا ذلك يستطيع السياسيون المحليون مساعدتك في االندماج في المجتمع المحلي،
على سبيل المثال (األعمال التطوعية ).
من خالل التزام طويل مع منظمات اإلغاثة ( التطوعية)
او من خالل النواديُ ،يستطاع تخفيض مدة اإلقامة المطلوبة كشرط من أجل الحصول على
الجنسية من  8سنوات إلى  6سنوات .
ً
ً
و هذا قائم على (أداء االندماج ) خاصة الذي تعلم به السلطات مسبقا.

من أجل عملية التوطين ،السياسيين المحليين هم االتصال المثالي عندما يكون لديك
اهتمام للقيام بعمل أو نشاط في المجال السياسي.
بكل سرور نعلمك حول النظام السياسي و نعرض لك كيف يستطيع الشخص االنضمام
إلى المجال السياسي.

مع أي السياسيين يجب علينا التواصل ؟

البحث على سبيل المثال CDU münster
حيث تجد هناك معلومات عن حزب CDU
ضمن مدينة . Münster
بعض السياسيين يوفرون بشكل إضافي أرقام
الهاتف الخاصة بهم للعامة.
رئيس البلدية في البلديات الصغيرة يقدم
ً
احيانا „ أوقات مناقشة „
كما أنك تستطيع المشاركة بها .
ً
ما إذا وجدت الحزب ألحد السياسيين جيدا،
أنه ذو قيمة أن تذكر ذلك خالل البريد
اإللكتروني .
و لكن ليس من المشترط بشكل رئيسي أن
تحصل على رد من كل سياسيين األحزاب .

بشكل أساسي يستطيع الشخص مخاطبة أعضاء من مجالس البلديات او
المدن .
رؤساء البلديات الصغيرة لديهم الوقت و السعة لدعم عملية التوطين ( منح
الجنسية ) .
انه من المهم التواصل هناك مع أحد السياسيين .
يستطيع الشخص التواصل مع السياسيين بطرق مختلفة .
و أسهل طريقة لذلك هي عبر البريد االلكتروني .
من أجل ذلك تستطيع أن تجد على الصفحة الرئيسية لبلديتك في االنترنت
قائمة بأسماء أعضاء البلدية و ايجاد بريدهم االلكتروني هنالك .
ً
تستطيع ايضا من خالل محرك البحث „  „ googleالبحث على سبيل المثال عن
„.„ Gemeinderat Stadt Münsterعندما تعيش في مدينة .Münster
ّ
إللقاء نظرة على معلومات األحزاب المحلية يمكنك أيضا تضع في محرك
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